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Abstract 
Performance analysis calculations, for models of any complexity, require a distributed com-
putation effort that can easily occupy a large compute cluster for many days. Producing 
a simple steady-state measure involves an enormous dominant eigenvector calculation, with 
even modest performance models having upwards of 10^^ variables. Computations such as 
passage-time analysis are an order of magnitude more difficult, producing many hundreds 
of repeated linear system calculations. As models describe greater concurrency, so the state 
space of the model increases and with it the magnitude of any performance analysis problem 
that may be being attempted. 
The PageRank algorithm is used by Google to measure the relative importance of web pages. 
It does this by formulating and solving a similarly enormous dominant eigenvector problem, 
with one variable for every page on the web. As with performance problems, as the number 
of web pages grows, so the size of the underlying system calculation grows also. With the 
number of web pages currently estimated to exceed one trillion, the PageRank problem 
requires many thousands of computers running concurrently over many different clusters. 
Both problems share the same underlying mathematical type and also the same requirement 
to run effectively on large distributed clusters. Traditional iterative solution methods scale 
poorly over large distributed architectures. This is because of the inherent requirement to 
communicate and synchronise at every iteration step. 
While asynchronous iterative methods have been around since the 1950s, they have, as yet, 
not been applied to dominant eigenvector problems without some form of restriction. These 
methods have been shown to be very successful in other contexts when implemented across 
large distributed architectures. 
According to the current state of the art in asynchronous techniques, application to dominant 
eigenvector problems requires a fixed bound on how and when updates can happen, and thus 
efi'ectively a bound on the asynchronous communication itself. In this thesis, we show how to 
apply asynchronous iterative methods to dominant eigenvector problems without any such 
restrictions. We do this by showing how to map homogeneous, singular linear systems to 
inhomogeneous, non-singular linear systems which share the same solution. 
We present a single asynchronous iterative solution framework for performance analysis prob-
lems. We also present three particular solution algorithms. We demonstrate analytically and 
empirically that asynchronous iterative methods offer significant advantages over traditional 
synchronous solution methods. 
We use the theoretical tools which we introduce in this thesis to reduce the complexity of the 
PageRank problem, limiting the ever-increasing impact of dangling web pages. We generate 
a smaller, sparser problem which may be solved using asynchronous iterative methods. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation and Objectives 
"There is very strong evidence suggesting that asynchronous iterations converge faster than 
their synchronous counterparts... Much remains to be done to enlarge the already substantial 
class of problems for which asynchronous algorithms can be correctly applied." [1] 
The aim of this thesis is to design asynchronous algorithms and to apply these to the Page-
Rank problem and to evaluation techniques in performance analysis. These areas both 
require analysis of enormous linear systems that would, we hope to show, be better achieved 
by using asynchronous iterative solvers distributed over groups of compute clusters. 
1.1.1 The PageRank Problem 
Over the past 15 years, the web has grown in size to have more than a trillion unique web 
pages today, with several billion new pages being added every day. This number only includes 
those web pages which are crawlable by today's web search engines like Google, so the real 
number of web pages is likely to be many times larger than this. Technologies like JavaScript 
and Flash currently make crawling difficult. So too do form-driven websites, where retrieval 
of content requires crawlers to interact appropriately with search boxes, rather than following 
links. In addition certain websites specifically forbid crawling by certain search engines, using 
robots.txt or nofollow links. 
To be able to provide a search facility over the pages of the web—to be able to match user 
queries to the most appropriate web pages—the founders of Google developed a ranking 
methodology for determining the relative importance of web pages. The ranking definition 
which they developed is known as PageRank. 
The PageRank definition is familiar to anyone who works with linear algebra, as being a 
dominant eigenvector problem. To anyone working in performance analysis PageRank is an 
application of the steady-state analysis of a Markov chain. In both cases, the matrix being 
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manipulated is a transition matrix as generated from the hyperlink connectivity of the web 
graph. 
Google currently indexes only a portion of the trillion unique pages it has found. To be able 
to do this, enormous distributed computing resources are required. In May of 2008 Google 
was said to employ more than 200,000 servers in racks of 40 servers across 200 clusters 
and 36 data centres, with many more servers being added to this number every day, and 
with servers being continually upgraded. It has been said that Google takes several days to 
calculate each PageRank vector, with iteration numbers until convergence being less than 
fifty. If each calculation takes upward of five days then each iteration takes upward of 144 
minutes. 
To be able to calculate efficiently each gigantic PageRank vector across an enormous dis-
tributed computing architecture, Google's calculation algorithms need to be able to handle 
heterogeneity across their architecture optimally. This means coping with fault tolerance, 
load balancing, communication overheads, in a heterogeneous computation environment. 
According to the traditional synchronous algorithms, each calculation iteration can only be 
performed as quickly as the slowest processor permits. If a processor fails, or is less capable, 
or has unduly heavy load, then this markedly impacts on iteration times. 
In addition Google requires a way to ensure that the rate at which the PageRank problem is 
growing can be managed by the expanding computing architecture used for the calculation. 
This is becoming progressively more difficult as we move away from hand-edited HTML 
webpages and towards dynamic database-driven websites. 
If Google intends to personalise PageRank according to user tastes then this adds another 
order of complexity to the overall problem. This is because each personalised PageRank 
vector requires a separate calculation. 
Our goal in this thesis is to decompose the PageRank definition into a significantly smaller 
and sparser problem. In addition we intend for the decomposed problem to be solvable 
by asynchronous methods. In so doing we intend to offer the potential for faster PageRank 
solution—by a Gauss-Seidel effect, by removing synchronisation blocks and by making better 
use of the communication channel—and also for improved fault tolerance. 
1.1.2 The Performance Analysis Problem 
As computer and communication systems have become more pervasive, so the problem of 
providing performance and reliability guarantees has become more and more important. A 
mobile phone network might contain 5,000,000 live handsets across 60,000 cells at any given 
time. Users and service providers have an interest in knowing that calls will be connected 
with a given (high) probability, and text messages will be sent with a given (high) likelihood. 
In an industrial environment, businesses enter into service level agreements or SLAs over the 
quality of service that they are contracted to provide. These might take the form of 98% 
of all text message should be received within 5 seconds; or 90% of all trains should arrive 
within 10 minutes of their advertised time. 
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This translates into performance analysis problems of very large and usually stochastic mod-
els. The larger the underlying system (be it telecommunication or transport), the larger the 
underlying performance model. Even very simple systems can translate into a performance 
model of many billions of states. 
As we will see in this thesis, similarly to the PageRank definition, many useful performance 
measures may be formulated as dominant eigenvector problems. As in the PageRank calcu-
lation, performance problems are traditionally solved using synchronous solution methods. 
To be able to solve these large performance problems at an industrial level it is likely that 
companies will require distributed, grid-enabled algorithms, whereby calculations will be 
performed over heterogeneous clusters, with differing interconnect networks and processor 
speeds. This is because most companies do not have the (relatively homogeneous) calculation 
resources, say, of Google, which are specifically architected for a particular calculation task. 
This means that synchronisation bottlenecks become an even more significant concern than 
they are for Google. 
Our goal in this thesis is to provide the theoretical framework which is necessary if per-
formance problems, including the passage-time quantile used in the SLA above, are to be 
solved asynchronously. We also intend to implement and test different specific asynchronous 
algorithms. 
1.2 Contributions 
Until now there has been no theoretical framework to show that we can solve for dominant 
eigenvectors using totally asynchronous iterative methods. Such methods are particularly 
well-suited to distributed, heterogeneous computing architectures. Performance analysis and 
PageRank provide important examples of the sort of dominant eigenvector problem which, 
given the expected scale, requires easily distributable solution algorithms. 
In more detail, the key contributions of this thesis are as follows. 
Matrix—Vector Splitting Theorems The principal theoretical contribution of this thesis 
is the set of matrix-vector splitting theorems. These theorems allow us to map any 
homogeneous, singular linear system which has a unique^ non-zero solution vector to 
an inhomogeneous, non-singular linear system with the same solution vector. 
The theorems show us further how to find a particular mapping to an inhomogeneous, 
non-singular system, such that when reformulated as a fixed-point equation the defining 
coefficient matrix has an absolute-value equivalent with spectral radius strictly less than 
one. 
Within the context of this thesis this spectral radius property means that for the first 
time totally asynchronous iterative solution methods may be freely applied to solve for 
dominant eigenvectors. 
^up to scalar multiples. 
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Two additional points follow from the theorems. They allow us to determine whether 
complex matrices have unique dominant eigenvectors—providing a complex extension 
of sorts to the Perron-Frobenius theorem. They also give us a necessary and sufficient 
condition for any solution vector entry to be non-zero. 
Generalised Chazan—Miranker Theorem We generalise the seminal Chazan-Miranker 
Theorem, and its proof, to allow for three things; multiple entries may be updated at 
any point; messaging delay may depend on the relationship between the sender and the 
recipient of the message (for example, how far apart they are); and messaging delay 
does not require a strict upper bound. 
Three Asynchronous Algorithms We present three specific asynchronous iterative al-
gorithms. We compare one of the algorithms analytically relative to a parallel Jacobi 
algorithm. We argue that the asynchronous algorithm is cost-optimal even when prob-
lems are not well-structured. We test all three algorithms empirically relative to a 
Jacobi solver across different instances of a GSPN model of a flexible manufactur-
ing system. Implementation is in C-)—1- using the MPI2 asynchronous communication 
framework. We test according to problem size, the number of calculation processors 
and the frequency with which the asynchronous algorithms send messages. We examine 
message number, local computation and wall time until convergence. 
A N e w Solution Framework for Passage-Time and Transient Analysis Problems 
We show how to solve passage-time and transient analysis problems using asynchronous 
iterative methods. We also use known reductions to show how asynchronous methods 
may be used to solve steady-state analysis problems for DTMCs, SMPs and CTMCs— 
we do this mapping these performance analysis equations into dominant eigenvector 
form. 
Decomposit ion of the PageRank Problem Using the matrix-vector splitting theorems, 
we show that the PageRank problem may be decomposed into a significantly smaller, 
sparser problem, which may also be solved using asynchronous methods. We show 
that TrustRank can be similarly decomposed. We test the effectiveness of PageRank 
decomposition when both asynchronous and synchronous solution methods are used. 
We also show that contrary to accepted opinion the personalisation vector need not be 
completely dense for PageRank to be well-defined. 
Alternative Proof to Extend Steady-State Uniqueness Beyond Irreducibility We 
provide an alternative proof of a proposition which has been largely ignored within re-
cent literature. It is frequently suggested that irreducibility is a necessary condition 
for unique solution vectors. This proposition gives us that unique steady-state vectors 
are possible when the one-step transition matrix is reducible. 
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1.3 Structure of Thesis 
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the standard solution methods for 
very large dominant eigenvector problems over parallel architectures, namely the power and 
Jacobi methods. It also surveys strategies for improving the efficiency of these methods over 
such parallel architectures. 
Chapter 3 presents the asynchronous iterative framework as applied to another type of 
problem and in particular introduces the Chazan-Miranker theorem that underpins the 
framework. The chapter then introduces the possibility of applying asynchronous iterations 
to very large dominant eigenvector problems. 
Chapter 4 presents the notion of partially asynchronous solution as a subclass of the Chazan-
Miranker asynchronous iterations. It is shown that for this subclass, convergence can be 
ensured for so-called Perron vectors, a special case of the dominant eigenvector. 
Chapter 5 presents the series of matrix-vector splitting theorems. Using these theorems 
homogeneous singular systems can be transformed into inhomogeneous, non-singular systems 
which are capable of being solved totally asynchronously, that is, using the full power of the 
Chazan-Miranker asynchronous iterations. 
Chapter 6 shows how various popular performance analysis problems can be transformed into 
linear problems that are capable of being solved by asynchronous solution. Three distinct 
specific asynchronous algorithms are presented which have different update and communi-
cation characteristics. Several versions of a large generalised stochastic Petri net model are 
solved using implementations of the asynchronous performance analysis algorithms. This 
enables us to compare these algorithms empirically with a traditional synchronous algo-
rithm. An analytical comparison is also presented. It is argued that asynchronous solution 
algorithms may be cost-optimal even when problems are not well-structured. 
Finally, Chapter 7 shows how the key matrix-vector splittings can be used to transform the 
standard PageRank problem into a smaller, sparser problem to which asynchronous methods 
can be applied. Test results are presented which show the potential for this transformation 
speeding up PageRank calculation. 
1.4 Statement of Originality 
I declare that this thesis was composed by myself, and that the work it presents is my own, 
except where otherwise stated. 
1.5 Publications 
The following papers have been produced from the work presented in this thesis: 
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D. de Jager and J. T. Bradley "Extracting state-based performance metrics using asyn-
chronous iterative techniques," Performance Evaluation, 2009. (submitted Feb 2009). 
This paper showed how asynchronous iterations could be apphed to transient and passage-
time calculations. Three specific algorithms were presented which implemented the asyn-
chronous iterative approach. These were tested relative to large steady-state analysis prob-
lems. The test results showed that asynchronous techniques offered a significant wall-time 
improvement over the standard parallel performance analysis approach. 
D. de Jager and J. T. Bradley "PageRank: Splitting Homogeneous Singular Linear 
Systems of Index One," International Conference on the Theory of Information Retrieval, 
2009. 
This was the top-reviewed paper at ICTIR 2009. 
In this paper we sought to provide a more accessible, more broadly applicable explanation 
than had been previously given in the literature of how to make PageRank calculation 
more tractable through removal of the dangling-page matrix. We considered the standard 
PageRank definition and an extension to accommodate Trust Rank. We also showed in 
this paper that, contrary to suggestions in the hterature, irreducibility is not required for 
PageRank to be well-defined. 
D. de Jager and J. T. Bradley "Asynchronous iterative solution for state-based per-
formance metrics," in SIGMETRICS'07, ACM SICMETRICS Conference on Measurement 
and Modelling of Computer Systems. 12-16 June, San Diego, pp. .373-374, May 2007. 
This paper introduced matrix-vector splitting as a means of applying the Chazan-Miranker 
theorem to steady-state problems. The paper contrasted this approach with the state-of-
the-art, partially asynchronous alternative given by Lubachevsky and Mitra. The paper 
also presented a sketch proof of how we intended to include transient and passage-time 
calculations within the asynchronous solution framework. 
J. T. Bradley, D. de Jager, W. J. Knottenbelt and A. Trifunovic "Hypergraph 
partitioning for faster parallel PageRank computation," in EPEW'05, Proceedings of the 
2nd European Performance Evaluation Workshop, vol. 3670 of Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science, pp. 155-171, August 2005. 
We used a method known as hypergraph partitioning to subdivide, in scalable fashion, the 
PageRank problem over many processors. We showed that this method offered a halving of 
per-iteration runtime cost as compared with the state of the art at the time. The results 
showed themselves to be particularly relevant to calculation of personalised PageRank. 
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Chapter 2 
Traditional Large-Scale Solution 
Methods for Dominant Eigenvectors 
2.1 Introduction 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors have an important role to play in the analysis of many real-
world scenarios. They are used by civil engineers to analyse natural frequencies of buildings, 
and thereby prevent disasters like the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Likewise, they 
are used by automotive engineers to analyse car vibrations. They are used within electrical 
engineering to study the transmission of signals, for example, in the broadcasting of radio. 
They are even used within oil exploration, providing an analysis of expected wave frequencies 
through different substances within the ground. Later in this thesis we will consider yet more 
apphcations: to performance analysis problems and to information retrieval on the Web. 
Typically, the most important eigenvalue-eigenvector pair is given by an eigenvalue with 
the largest size, the dominant eigenvalue. Often we know this largest eigenvalue, and the 
problem reduces to finding an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. 
In this chapter we will describe the search for such eigenvectors corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalues. 
By way of introduction we will describe the standard solution method when this problem is 
small. Many real-world applications, however, tend to generate very large problems. And 
these will be our principal concern in this thesis. 
To solve large problems we tend to employ solution methods which provide a solution es-
timate rather than providing a precise solution. We will describe the broad class of such 
methods, and then explain why some of these are more applicable than others when dealing 
with very large problems, and solving over large parallel architectures. 
When solving very large problems over parallel architectures the most significant concern 
becomes the cost per iteration of the method—typically on account of communication over-
head between processors. We survey the attempts in the literature to reduce this cost per 
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iteration. 
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.2 we set out the eigenvector problem which 
we will be considering throughout the thesis. In Section 2.3 we will describe a special case 
of this problem, which provides a foundation for the two application chapters of the thesis. 
In Section 2.4 we describe the main solution method for small eigenvector problems. In 
Section 2.5 we survey a class of alternative methods, and we explain why certain of these 
are better than others for very large problems. In Section 2.6 we survey the key approaches 
to speeding up solution of very large problems by reducing the cost per iteration. 
2.2 The Problem 
Let us suppose that M G is some complex square matrix. Let us now consider the 
problem given by the following equation: 
Tvlic (2.1) 
where the spectral radius, p(M), is defined to be max{|A| : A is an eigenvalue of M } and 
X 6 C" is an unknown non-zero vector which is unique up to scalar multiples. 
This is the principal problem which we will be considering in this thesis. 
For this problem to be well-defined, we require two things. We require that the spectral 
radius of the coefficient matrix, M, is itself an eigenvalue of M. This is not true for all 
complex matrices M. Consider, for example, the matrix: 
(2.2) 
This matrix has a spectral radius of 1, but 1 is not an eigenvalue of the matrix. Rather, the 
eigenvalue with maximum absolute value is —1. 
Of course, were we to divide the entries of this matrix through by —1, then the resulting 
matrix would provide a well-defined problem. 
Secondly, we require that the solution vector is unique up to scalar multiples. Again, this is 
not true for all complex matrices. A trivial example of this is given by the identity matrix 
I, of whichever dimension. 
In this thesis we will be looking to solve well-defined problems of the type given in Equa-
tion (2.1). 
When M has negative or imaginary components, then the literature does not provide much 
guidance as to whether the problem is well-defined. When, M is real and non-negative, 
however, there is a key theorem, and a rich vein of literature building upon this theorem [2], 
which informs us about whether the problem is well-defined. 
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This theorem is termed the Perron-Probenius Theorem [3, 4], 
Let us first define a property of matrices. A matrix M G C is said to be irreducible if and 
only if y i , j{3m{M^ ^ 0)). 
Given this, the theorem is as follows. 
Theorem 1 Let P E be irreducible and such thatyi,j{Pij > 0). Then, 
i. The spectral radius ofP is an eigenvalue ofP; 
a. Corresponding to the spectral radius ofP is an eigenvector v G such that\/i{vi > 0); 
Hi. The spectral radius of P increases when any entry in P increases; 
iv. The spectral radius o / P is an algebraically (and hence geometrically) simple eigenvalue 
ofP. 
When the coefficient matrix of the problem is an irreducible and non-negative matrix, we may 
define the Perron vector to be the unique positive solution eigenvector which corresponds 
with the spectral-radius eigenvalue and which also has components summing to one [5]. 
Perron vectors are a special type of dominant eigenvector, where these are defined as the 
eigenvectors which correspond with eigenvalues of maximal absolute value. 
2.3 Special Case: D T M C Steady-State Vectors 
In this section we provide a set of definitions together with a theorem and a proposition 
relating to a special case of Perron-vector problem. We provide these as a foundation for the 
application chapters, 6 and 7. 
2.3.1 D T M C s 
Our aim here is to define the key Markov theoretical concepts [6] in terms of a non-negative 
square matrix. 
Let (%i, %2,. . .) be some random process—that is to say, a sequence which gives the evolution 
in time of a random quantity (X^ being the quantity at time n). Let {Xi,X2,...) be such 
that the time index t of Xt is countable. Let S = { s i , . . . , be the corresponding finite 
state space—that is to say, the finite set of values which the random quantity can take. Let T 
be a fc X A: real square matrix. Defined in terms of this square matrix T, we say (Xi, X2, • • •) 
is a time homogeneous, discrete time, finite state space, Markov process, which we abbreviate 
to DTMC, if for all n, for all i , j in and for all j o , . . . ,jn-i in 
P{Xji-\-i = = Sj-^, . . . ,Xn—i = Xn = Sj) = P[Xn+l ~ Sj) 
= Tij 
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In the above we have used a real square matrix to define a DTMC with its two defining 
properties: 
• Memoryless (Markov) Property 
The probability distribution of Xn+i given (Xq, . . . , Xn) depends only on 
• (Time) Homogeneity Property 
The probability distribution of Xn+i given that Xn = s, say, is independent of n. 
The defining square matrix of the DTMC, T, is termed a one-step probability transition 
matrix. It necessarily has the two properties: 
• Tij > 0, Vi , j 6 
This matrix may be used to describe the evolution of the DTMC. 
We first define how the DTMC starts. 
Let {Xo,Xi, . . . ) be a DTMC with finite state space { s i , . . . ,5%}. The initial distribution, 
which informs us with what probability the random variable is in the different states, is 
defined as = (P(%o = Si), • • •, P(%o = s&J). We denote the distributions of the DTMC 
at time n by == (P(Xn = ^ i ) , . . . , P(X„ = g&)). 
With this as a start, we may describe the subsequent distributions in terms of the matrix. 
Let (Xo, X i , . . . ) be a DTMC with finite state space ( s i , . . . , 5%}, initial distribution and 
one-step probability transition matrix T. Then, 
2.3.2 Stationary and Steady-State Distributions 
Having set out the DTMC basics in terms of this square matrix, we now relate these to the 
problem given in the previous section. 
Let (%o, X i , . . . ) be a DTMC with finite state space S = { s i , . . . , s^} and transition matrix T. 
We term a row vector tt = (tti, . . . ,%&) a stationary distribution or steady-state distribution 
for the DTMC, if it satisfies 
i. TTj > 0, Vz G {1 , . . . , k} 
ii- E L i TTi = 1 
iii. T7f = n 
By the Perron-Probenius Theorem 1, the identity equation in iii above has a unique steady-
state distribution when the one-step probability transition matrix is irreducible, in which 
case the steady-state distribution is a special case of a Perron vector. 
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2.3.3 Extending Beyond Irreducibility 
We may, in fact, say something more about the uniqueness of steady-state distributions than 
is given by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem. 
To do so, we first introduce three concepts. 
Given a DTMC with one-step probabihty transition matrix T we say i is a transient state if 
3J ,P(75>0A-3<, (73 . >0) ) . 
Given a DTMC, we define its recurrent states to be those states which are non-transient. 
Given a DTMC with one-step probabihty transition matrix T, we define a subset of its 
states, S' C {1, 2 , . . . n}, to be strongly connected if this subset, when considered on its own, 
is irreducible—i.e. Vz, j G S{3p{T^j > 0))). 
We now introduce the following proposition. This proposition appears with an alternative 
proof in [7]. We will appeal to this proposition repeatedly through the course of this thesis. 
It has been largely ignored in recent literature. 
Proposition 2 Suppose that a DTMC with one-step probability transition matrix T has just 
one strongly connected subcomponent of recurrent states. This is equivalent to supposing that 
there is some state which is reachable from all other states—in matrix form, 3zVj3p(T^ > 0). 
Then, 
i. The transient states all have steady-state entries equal to zero. 
a. The restriction of matrix T to the recurrent states (removing all rows and columns 
corresponding to transient states) is an irreducible probability transition matrix. 
ill. There is a corresponding unique steady-state distribution. 
iv. The recurrent states all have positive steady-state entries. 
Proof: We prove these in turn. 
i. We prove the stronger claim that in any finite steady-state distribution, transient states 
can have only zero as their steady-state entries. 
Suppose X is a steady-state distribution. Suppose there are m transient states (1 < 
m < n). Let R 6 R™*™ be a matrix constructed from T by removing all rows and 
columns corresponding to recurrent states. By definition of transient and recurrent, 
there is no pair of states, i,j, such that i is transient and j is recurrent and 3p(T?- > 0). 
So, if w is constructed from x by removing all entries corresponding to recurrent states, 
then we have that w = Rw. Also, by definition, there is a non-empty subset, S, of 
transient states which hnk to removed recurrent states. For these transient states, we 
have that Vz G \Rij\ < 1). In addition, there is a path from all transient states 
not in S to transient states in S. This is to say, Vj ^ S{3i € S{3p(R^j > 0))). 
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Let us consider the one-norm of the vector Rw. 
• = I \ + I R'2jWj \ H 1- I Z l j l i RmjWj\ 
= Y ^ j = l Ya=1 RmjWj (aS Rij, Wj > 0) 
= ZZHl + J2^i Ri2W2 + • • • + RimWm 
< 1{WI+W2^ H Wm) 
= ||w||i 
By this it is clear that for any transient i in S, if Wi ^ 0, then ||Riw||i < ||w||i. So, for 
any transient i in S, certainly Wi — 0. Also, for any transient j not in S, we have that 
if Wj ^ 0, then, for some i in S and for some p, Q = Wi = YlT=i R-ik'^k > R^j^j > 0. 
So, for any transient j not in S, certainly, Wj — 0. Accordingly, w — 0. 
ii. Consider the restriction of T to the recurrent states—that is to say, remove all rows 
and columns corresponding to transient states. By supposition, we have that the set of 
recurrent states is a strongly connected subcomponent. By definition of irreducibility, 
this gives us that the restriction of T to the recurrent states is irreducible. Also, 
we know that for all recurrent j there are no transient i such that > 0). So, 
the newly constructed matrix is also a probability transition matrix (it is column 
stochastic). 
iii. By the proof of (i), we may consider just the restriction of T to the recurrent states. We 
know from (ii) that this restriction is irreducible. So, by the Perron-Probenius theorem, 
there is a unique steady-state distribution vector corresponding to this irreducible 
restriction—a unique steady-state distribution for the recurrent states. 
iv. By the Perron-Probenius theorem, the steady-state distribution for the recurrent states 
is such that all entries are positive. • 
2.3.4 Limiting Probability Distributions 
Having considered under what circumstances we might expect steady-state distributions to 
be unique, we now consider what may be said about DTMCs evolving toward their steady-
state distributions. 
Again, we introduce three concepts. 
Let (Xo, X i , . . . ) be a DTMC with state space /S = { s i , . . . , Sk}. Let GCD{si, S2,...} denote 
the greatest common divisor of Si, 82, The period d{si) of a state Sj G 5 is defined as 
d{si) = GCD{M > 1 : ( f") . . > 0}. If d{si) = 1, we say the state d{si) is aperiodic. 
We term a DTMC aperiodic if all its states are aperiodic. Otherwise, we term it periodic. 
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Let (Xo,Xi , . . . ) be a DTMC. Vector ^ is termed a corresponding limiting probability^ if: 
•K = lim (2.3) 
m—»oo 
We may now say something about how hmiting probabihty distributions relate to steady-
state distributions. This is a version of the Ergodic Theorem for DTMCs. 
Theorem 3 Let (Xo,Xi,...) be an irreducible, aperiodic Markov chain. (Xo,Xi,...) has 
exactly one limiting probability distribution and this is equal to the unique stationary distri-
bution. 
This is interesting because it provides us with a means of iteratively solving for an approx-
imation of a steady-state distribution—by repeatedly multiplying any initial distribution 
with the one-step probability distribution matrix. Later in this chapter, we will consider 
this sort of iterative process more closely. It has applications beyond DTMCs. 
2.4 Direct Solution Methods 
Direct solution methods for eigenvector problems are methods which do not converge toward 
the solution vector. Instead they complete within a fixed number of steps, and barring round-
off error, they terminate with the precise solution. These methods are based on the Gaussian 
elimation method, which may be shown to be equivalent to triangular matrix factorisation [2]. 
Direct methods are the standard solution methods for smaller problems. They are the most 
well-known methods. We provide an overview here. 
2.4.1 Gaussian Elimination 
Gaussian elimination is usually presented as a solution method for inhomogeneous, nonsin-
gular linear systems. The problem which we presented earlier. Equation (2.1), however, is 
equivalent to a homogeneous, singular linear system: 
( p ( M ) I - M ) x = 0 (2.4) 
This requires some care, as the method introduces zero rows into the coefficient matrix. 
We will describe the procedure in a manner which is easily implemented within a solver. 
typical convergence definition for vectors might be in terms of the following: let = (ui^\ . . . , u^^') 
and be probability distributions on state space S = { s i , . . . , Sfe}. Then, total variation 
distance between and is defined as | 
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Givens: 
A linear algebraic system of m equations in n unknowns: 
anXi + CLI2^1 + • • • O'ln^n = bi 
0'21^1 + <^22^1 + • • • 0'2n^n = 
Or, in equivalent compact matrix form: 
Ax = b 
Step 0: Definition 
Define a-j^ := a -^
Define 6- '^ := bi 
This is to be the input to step 1. 
Step 1: Elimination of First Column after First Row 
Aim is to eliminate the first variable from the second and subsequent rows. 
,(1) This is achieved by adding — ^ multiplied by the first row to the row, i = 2,... ,m. 
This yields: 
a\-^Xi + (322^ 2^ + 
122^  Z2 + 
+ 
^In^n — b\ 
"2n — 2^ 
(1) 
= bm 
where := aij — anai^aij , 
2 < i < m, 
2<j<n 
and := bi - ana^^bi 
Or, alternatively, it yields: 
where: 
A(2) = 
( a (1) 11 
0 a 
,(1) 
1^2 
(2) 
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\ 0 & (2) •m2 
(1). 
In-^n 
(2) 
a. 2n and 6(2) = 
l(2) 
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We recall that the problem we are considering has a unique (up to scalar multiples) solution. 
This means the second row of may be entirely zero—where this matrix is (/9(M)I—M)f^\ 
If the second row is entirely zero, we switch this row with the last row. 
Step k: Elimination of Column after Row 
Aim is to eliminate the variable from the (/c + 1)®* and subsequent rows. 
^(k) 
This is achieved by adding — ^ multiplied by the k^ ^ row to the row, z = A: + 1, 
This yields: 
a\iXi + 0x2^ 2^ + 
{2) 
0-22 ^2 + 
, ( 1 ) , 
.(2), 
= 4" 
= Af 
_(k+l) _ 7(fc+l) 
"fc+l,n-^n — (fc+1) 
m,fc+l "T" Q-mn — "m 
where 
% ^ik ^kk ^kj 
k + 1 < i < m, 
^k+l<j<n 
-^det (&) _(&) 
^ik 
and 
'ik "fcfc "k 
Or, alternatively, it yields: 
A(k+l);^= g(/C + l)^  
where: 
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(.(I) 
AC'+I) -
0 
( 1 ) . 
^11 1^2 
(2) 022 %1 
a 
(fc+i) 
/c+ljfc-j-l 
a. (fc+i) 
'm,fc+l 
0^ )% \ 
(2) 
_(t+l) 
• " fe+l ,n 
f A 
and = 
'(2) 
k(^ +i) f^e+i 
Again, it is possible that the {k + 1)^ row is entirely zero after this step. If so, we replace 
this row with the last row. 
Step t: Termination 
At each step k preceding termination, we have that ^ 0 (we term these a^kS pivot en-
tries). 
This is either immediate or as a consequence of a renumbering of equations and/or un-
knowns. 
When equations (rows) have been exhausted, or there are no in remaining equations 
(rows) such that ^ 0, then we terminate. 
In our particular case, we know specifically that, because there is an unique (up to scalar 
multiples) solution, the process will terminate after precisely m — 1 steps. 
Subsequent Calculation 
In our particular case the last row is entirely zero after termination. At this point we may 
set Xm to any non-zero value of our choice. We may for example set = 1-
We then substitute this value into the equation given by row to solve for Xm-i-
We then substitute both these values into the row above to solve for Xm-2- This proceeds 
until we have solve for Xi. 
At this point we may rescale x, if required. 
2.4.2 Practical Considerations 
Numerical Stability Although all pivot entries are nonzero, in a numerical calculation, 
because of finite computing precision, we also have to be aware of pivot entries that are al-
most zero; otherwise, round-off can cause unacceptable errors when dividing by pivot entries 
that are too small. 
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One possible approach to dealing with very small pivot entries is to perform permutations— 
interchanging rows and potentially columns.^ The standard strategies for choosing a more 
appropriate pivot entry are given by: 
• Partial Pivoting (row interchanges) 
Choose as pivot that {k <i <m) which satisfies: 
l i s I 
Complete Pivoting (row and column interchanges) 
Ak] Choose as pivot that {k <i <m and k < j <n) which satisfies: 
= max |o^)| 
k<i<m,k<j<n 
Permutations do not come without a potential cost, however. It is quite possible that 
permutations may destroy any useful sparsity structure in A. 
Cumulative Error Gaussian elimation, by altering the problem matrix at every step, 
yields a potential build-up of roundoff error. This can become quite pronounced, particularly 
as the matrix size increases. 
Fill-In Gaussian elimination can quite easily create a dense matrix out of a potentially 
very sparse matrix A. This happens through a process termed fill-in. It occurs as follows: 
i. Let entry = 0, where i,j>k + l>2. 
ii. Let ^ 0 and ^ 0. Then, 
^ik "fefc 
f 0 
— "ifc Hk ^kj 
Clearly, there is an increasing tendency toward fill-in as k increases—because old fill-in entries 
may cause new fill-in entries at later stages. If A is a very large sparse matrix, then fill-in 
could cause pronounced memory difficulties during computation. 
One approach to minimising fill-in would be to appeal to graph theory—which we consider 
later in this chapter, though for different ends. Graph theory would permit quantifying 
expected fill-in for a given matrix structure, and would assist in the re-ordering of the matrix 
to minimise any such fill-in [8]. Formulating the fill-in above in terms of edges, as per graph 
theoretic terminology, we may say that fill-in occurs at step k when there is no edge between 
i and j but there are edges between i and k and also between j and k. 
^Note: If P i , P 2 are permutation matrices then Ax = 6 <#> (P iAP2)(P2^^) = Pi6. 
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Computational Complexity Direct methods, given that they offer no room for early 
termination, may be particularly expensive in terms of the number of operations required. 
This is particularly so as the matrix size increases. 
For simplicity we define a flop to be a (floating point) multiplication followed by an addition, 
together with two fetches of data. We also suppose that a division is equivalent to a flop. 
We now look to express the number of flops required to complete the Gaussian ehmination 
method. 
In our particular case, assuming, for the sake of argument, that the matrix is dense, the 
number of divisions required to perform Gaussian ehmination is given by Y^k=n-i + 1) 
flops. Now, by standard power sums, k{k + 1) % |n(n^ — 1) ^ ^ as n oo. So, 
as n becomes large, the Gaussian elimination procedure is approximately equivalent to ^ 
flops. 
In addition, the subsequent calculation requires Ylk=n-i ^ ~ ^n{n + l) % ^ flops as n ^ oo. 
2.5 Synchronous Iterative Solution 
Indirect or iterative solution methods remain the standard approach for very large problems— 
for example, for the PageRank problem which we consider later. These methods do not seek 
to compute the precise solution. Rather, they iteratively converge toward the solution—that 
is to say, they seek to provide a solution estimate. 
Iterative solvers have several appealing properties. Three of these are as follows. They 
permit sparse storage patterns—because the methods involve no change to the coefficient 
matrix. There is no cumulation of roundoff error. And termination of the methods, having 
achieved a suitable approximation, may occur after significantly fewer flops than required 
by direct methods. 
We describe the principal iterative solution methods below. 
2.5.1 Power 
Let square matrix M € have eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
'Mvi = XiVi, i = l,...n (2.5) 
where 
|Ai| > IA2I > IA3I > . . . |An|. (2.6) 
The power method as applied to matrix M is described by the iterative procedure: 
e ( T (2J) 
=== (2JS) 
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where Sk is a normahsing factor,^ typically := ||Mf(^)||oo. 
The power method is guaranteed to converge, and the rate of its convergence is determined 
principally by the size of the subdominant eigenvalue, IA2I. This may be shown as follows. 
Let us choose an initial vector such that 
3^ 0 (29) 
i=l 
From this we have that 
3X0 = (210) 
== (211) 
i=l 
^ (2.12) 
1 = 2 
Because < 1 for Vi G {2 , . . . , n}, we have that as /c ^ 00, this converges to the dominant 
eigenvector vi, and the rate of convergence depends on the modulus sizes of A2,. . . , relative 
to |Ai|. In particular the rate of convergence is determined by size of the subdominant 
eigenvalue relative to the dominant eigenvalue, | ^ . This gives us that the power method 
may perform poorly when IA2I ~ |Ai|. It also makes clear that convergence may not happen 
at all when |Ai| = IA2I. This is not to say that we will not find convergence if |Ai| — IA2I. 
As an illustration, consider the trivial example in which the chosen initial vector happens 
also to be the dominant eigenvector. In this case, clearly we will have convergence (barring 
pronounced roundoff error through floating point operations, which we consider later). All 
that we know is that convergence is not guaranteed. 
Let us consider the application of the power method to DTMCs. In Theorem 3 we see that the 
power method is guaranteed to yield the unique stationary distribution if the corresponding 
one-step probability matrix T is both irreducible and aperiodic. However, this is not the 
case when the matrix is periodic. We know from the Perron-Frobenius Theorem that there 
is in fact a unique stationary distribution if the matrix T is irreducible whilst not being 
aperiodic. However, when the matrix T is periodic, then it is known that IA2I = |Ai| = 1. 
When the one-step probability matrix is periodic, it is still possible to employ the power 
method such that it is guaranteed to converge to the stationary distribution. This is because 
a matrix T is easily found which is both irreducible and aperiodic, and which has the same 
positive dominant eigenvalue and, corresponding to this, the same dominant eigenvector. 
^To prevent overflow or underflow, is is often necessary to normalise successive iterates—[Ag] > 1 may 
cause successive iterates to become too large without normalisation and IA2I < 1 may cause successive iterates 
to become too small without normalisation. 
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For any a G (0,1], 
vi = avi + (1 — a)vi 
= aTvi + (1 — q)1vi, where I is the identity matrix (2.13) 
= ( aT + (1 — Q)\)vi 
Now, this matrix, (AT + (1 — A)I)) , is clearly irreducible, as T is irreducible, and it is 
stochastic. It is also well-known that if an irreducible stochastic matrix comprises a non-
zero diagonal entry then such a matrix is also aperiodic. So (q!T-|-(1 — o;)!)) is also aperiodic. 
Happily, by the above, this matrix also has Vi as a dominant eigenvector (its unique dominant 
eigenvector). 
A point with noting when applying the power method to solve for stationary distributions 
concerns the normalisation factor. Because the dominant eigenvalue is 1, a normalisation 
factor is not necessarily required. However, if the power method is particularly long-running, 
and the matrix T is both large and dense, the roundoff through floating point operations 
may require apphcation of a normalisation factor—the number of floating point operations is 
determined by the size of the matrix, the density of the matrix, and the number of iterations 
until termination of the method. 
2.5.2 Jacobi, Gauss—Seidel and SOR 
Within the context of solution methods for dominant eigenvectors, Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and 
successive overrelaxation (SOR) may be thought of as types of power method. They each 
proceed by first mapping the dominant eigenvector equation to an equation which has the 
same unique solution, up to scalar multiples and then by applying the power method to the 
new equation. The type of equation to which we map defines the method. 
Without loss of generality, let us take as given in the following definitions that square matrix 
M G has 1 as its dominant eigenvalue and that there is a unique corresponding domi-
nant eigenvector, x, up to scalar multiples—in so doing, removing the need for a normalising 
factor. 
Let matrices D, L, U G be chosen to be respectively diagonal, strictly lower triangular 
and strictly upper triangular, and let these matrices also be chosen such that 
(D - (L + U)) = ( I - M ) . (2.14) 
The Jacobi method is defined by the following power method iteration 
(^FC+i) = D - ^ (L + (2.15) 
It is well-defined if the diagonal matrix D has no zero diagonal entries da, in which case D 
is invertible. 
The Jacobi method may be seen to have the same solution vector x by the following set of 
bi-implications. 
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M f = f (2.16) 
( I - M ) f = 0 (2.17) 
(D — (L + U))z = 0 (2.18) 
D x = ( L + U ) f (2.19) 
4=^ f = D - ^ ( L + U)x (2.20) 
The (forward)^ Gauss-Seidel method is defined by the following power method iteration 
^(fe+i) = (D - L ) - ^ U # ) (2.21) 
The Gauss-Seidel method is also well-defined if the diagonal matrix D has no zero diagonal 
entries da, in which case (D — L) is invertible. 
The Gauss-Seidel method may be seen to have the same solution vector x by the following 
set of bi-implications. 
M z = X (2.22) 
( I - M ) x = 0 (2.23) 
D - ( L + U) ) f = 0 (2.24) 
( D - L ) x = U f (2.25) 
f = ( D - L ) - i U f (2.26) 
Entry-wise the Gauss-Seidel iteration is typically given as (multiplying both sides through 
by (D - L)); 
= (2.27) 
" i=i i=i+i 
As compared with the Jacobi iteration, which only uses components from the previous iter-
ation when updating components, the Gauss-Seidel iteration makes use of the most recently 
available components. This offers the potential for faster asymptotic convergence for Gauss-
Seidel iterations as compared with Jacobi. This is shown in the classical Stein-Rosenberg 
theorem [9]. By this theorem, it is known that the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations con-
verge at a geometric rate to the solution vector. Now, assuming that a Jacobi iteration 
requires approximately the same amount of time as n > 1 Gauss-Seidel iterations, the rate 
of Gauss-Seidel convergence is significantly faster. 
Let w E R be chosen such that 0 < w < 2. The (forward) SOR method is defined by the 
following power method iteration: 
^k+i) _ (D - wL)-X(l - w)D + (2.28) 
"^ for "backward" Gauss-Seidel we switch U and L in the iteration equation. 
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The SOR method is well-defined if D has no zero entries. The SOR method may be seen to 
have the same solution vector x by the following set of bi-implications. 
# + 1 ) = ( D - w L ) - X ( l - w ) D + (2.29) 
< = > ( D - = ((1 - w ) D -h w U ) # ) (2.30) 
^ -k ((1 - w ) D + wU):^^:) (2.31) 
C = > f(k+i) = (1 - w ) # ) + w ( D - i ) ( L ^ ' : + ^ ) -H U # ) ) (2.32) 
Entry-wise this last line gives the typical form of the SOR iteration: 
^(fc+i) ^ ^ _j_ ^ U i j x f ' ' ) ) (2.33) 
i=i J=i+1 
The validity of this equation follows from that of the Gauss-Seidel equation. Indeed, if we 
choose u = 1 then the SOR method reduces to the Gauss-Seidel method. 
We term the process overrelaxation when u > 1 and underrelaxation when w < 1. By varying 
the u! value, we may vary the difference between the unit eigenvalue and the subdominant 
eigenvalue (of the coefficient matrix in the SOR method). In so doing, the SOR method offers 
the potential for significantly improved convergence rates over the Gauss-Seidel method. 
As yet, there are unfortunately very few results that permit the localisation of an opti-
mum relaxation parameter for SOR—a parameter which minimises the magnitude of the 
subdominant eigenvalue. Choice of parameter needs to follow from experimentation: either 
from a series of related experiments or from an adaptive procedure incorporated into the 
algorithm. Adaptive procedures involve iterating with particular relaxation parameter for a 
particular number of iterations, estimating convergence rates associated with this parameter 
based on these iterations, then varying the relaxation parameter with a view to improving 
the convergence rate, and then repeating this cycle continuously until convergence. 
2.5.3 Traditional Approaches to Improving Synchronous Methods 
There are four key approaches to improving synchronous methods which are being actively 
researched. We introduce these below. 
Preconditioning The idea behind preconditioning is to modify the problem such that 
the solution is unchanged, but the distribution of eigenvalues is better suited for iterative 
methods. 
In a general context, preconditioning consists of replacing a system of equations Ax = h 
with a modified system 
M - ^ A X = M - ^ B (2.34) 
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Here M~^ is a preconditioning matrix. should be chosen such it is inexpensive to 
compute. If M~^ approximates A~^, then it is expected that the application of iterative 
methods to the modified system will yield solution in very few iterations. 
In context of singular matrices with 6 = 0, as is our concern here, preconditioning with M 
is identified as the application of the power method to the matrix 
(I - M-^A) (2.35) 
This matrix is such that there is one unit eigenvalue and the remaining eigenvalues are close 
to zero. 
For an overview of the different approaches currently being explored, consider [6]. 
Extrapolation Methods Extrapolation methods proceed by periodically subtracting es-
timates of the subdominant eigenvectors during the iterative procedure. There are several 
variants of this type of method, from Aitken's delta-squared process [10] to a recent Quadratic 
Extrapolation method within the context of PageRank calculation [11]. 
Aggregation Methods Aggregation methods proceed by aggregating several states into 
a single state, and then solving the resulting aggregated system. There is an extensive 
literature on state aggregation methods, for example as apphed to the power method [12] 
and as applied to the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods [13, 14]. An attempt to unify the 
differing theories may by found in [15]. 
State Space Ordering Obviously for methods like Jacobi and power, the ordering of 
vertices is unimportant. However, it has been shown in the literature that in Gauss-Seidel 
and SOR methods vertex re-ordering can markedly impact on convergence rates [16]. 
2.5.4 Rev iew 
In this section we have presented SOR as offering faster convergence than Gauss-Seidel. 
Similarly we presented Gauss-Seidel as offering faster convergence than Jacobi. This, as 
mentioned, is based on the assumption that a Jacobi iteration requires approximately the 
same amount of time as n > 1 Gauss-Seidel or SOR iterations. 
This is a reasonable assumption within a uni-processor setting. Within a parallel/distributed 
set-up, however, this advantage is typically reversed. If the dependency graph associated with 
a parallel implementation is sufficiently complete—so few Gauss-Seidel or SOR iterations 
can occur concurrently—then the average time taken to complete a Gauss-Seidel or SOR 
iteration is greater than or equal to the average time taken to complete a Jacobi iteration 
(not least because of the messaging overheads). When this is the case, then by theoretical 
work presented in [17] we know that Jacobi methods are typically faster than Gauss-Seidel 
or SOR methods. 
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When tackhng very large problems over parallel/distributed architectures, power and Jacobi 
methods remain the default approach—as illustrated in the PageRank consideration later in 
this thesis. By way of comparison with direct methods, the power/Jacobi methods require 
approximately t'n? flops before termination on a dense matrix, where t is the number of 
iteration steps required—and we may reasonably expect t <^n. 
2.6 Parallel Solvers 
2.6.1 Problem Distribution to Reduce Cost Per Iteration 
As we have seen, each iteration of the traditional iterative solution methods may be given as 
a matrix-vector multiplication. At each iteration step a multiplication Au = -y is performed 
for the same square matrix, A. At each step a different input vector u is employed. 
On a distributed memory parallel computing system, efficient multiplication—and thereby 
reduced cost per iteration—requires a suitable distribution of data and associated work over 
the component processors. 
General Parallel Algorithm 
The general parallel algorithm for matrix-vector multiplication with an arbitrary distribution 
of the decomposed matrix and vectors consists of the following four phases: 
i. Each processor sends its components Uj to those processors that possess a nonzero a^-
in column j. 
ii. Each processor computes the products aijUj for its nonzeros ay and adds these results 
for the same row index i. This yields a set of contributions Vig, where q is the processor 
identifier, 0 < g < p. 
iii. Each processor sends its nonzero contributions Vig to the processor that possesses Vi. 
iv. Each processor adds the contributions received for its components Vi, giving tTj = 
Efficiency Metrics 
The efficiency of any problem distribution over multiple processors is dependent on the 
system architecture. For example, it is dependent on the speed of the connecting network, 
on the processing speed, on the memory of each processor, and so on. Given a particular 
architecture, questions of efficiency and per-iteration cost reduce to one or more of the 
following questions: 
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• Have non-zeros been evenly partitioned over the processors? 
i.e. Has the maximum amount of phase-2 work done by each processor been minimised? 
• Has total communication volume (total number of data words sent) been minimised? 
This includes communication in both stages 1 and 3. Note: if the same vector com-
ponent Vj is needed twice by a particular processor—to compute two different local 
entries—it is sent only once by the algorithm. 
• Has the total number of messages been minimised? 
It may be that the setup cost of messaging is very high relative to the content of the 
messages sent. In this case the number of messages may be more important than the 
number of algorithmically important data words sent. 
• Has communication been spread evenly over the processors? 
i.e. Have communication bottlenecks been minimised? This includes both the sending 
and the receipt of data words. Some architectures permit contemporaneous sends and 
receives by a processor, whilst others do not. 
• Has messaging been spread evenly over the processors? 
i.e. Have messaging bottlenecks been minimised? This includes both the sending and 
receipt of messages (as contrasted with data words). 
2.6.2 Graph Partit ioning 
In this subsection we describe how graph theory may be used to measure and improve 
calculation efficiency across multiple processors. 
We first set out the terms, and describe a general graph partitioning problem. We then 
relate this to the problem of parallel matrix-vector multiplication. 
Terminology and General Graph Partitioning Problem 
An undirected graph Q = (V, E) is defined as a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. Every 
edge 6,^  G E connects a pair of distinct vertices Vi and vj. The degree d, of a vertex Vi is equal 
to the number of edges incident to Vi. Weights and costs can be assigned to the vertices and 
edges of the graph, respectively. Let Wi and denote the weight of vertex Vi E V and the 
cost of edge e^ - G E. 
n = {Vi, • • •) is a K-way partition of Q if the following conditions hold: 
• each part 1 < A; < K, is a nonempty subset of V; 
• the parts are pairwise disjoint (i.e. VkCWi = 
• the union of the K parts is equal to V (i.e. IJi^i = ^)-
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A K-way partition is also called a multiway partition if K > 2 and a bipartition if K = 2. 
A partition is said to be balanced if each part Vk satisfies the e-halance criterion: 
Wk < Wavgi'^  + e), for A; = 1,2, . . . , K 
Here, the weight of a part Vk is defined as Wk = O-G- the sum of the weights 
of the vertices in that part). The weight of each part under optimal load balance is given by 
Wavg = C ^ V i e v ^ • The predetermined maximum imbalance ratio is given by e. 
In a partition IT of an edge is said to be cut if its pair of vertices belong to two different 
parts, and said to be uncut otherwise. The cut and uncut edges are also referred to here as 
external and internal edges, respectively. The set of external edges of partition fl is denoted 
Se- The cutsize definition for representing the cost is as follows: 
x(n)= 52 
CijeSE 
C-ij 
Here, each cut edge contributes its cost c^. Hence, the graph partitioning problem can 
be defined as the task of dividing a graph into two or more parts such that the cutsize is 
minimised, while the balance criterion on part weights is maintained. 
Matrix—Vector Partitioning via Graph Partitioning 
Let us now consider approaches to finding a good matrix-vector partitioning, as given by 
formulating the matrix-vector partitioning problem as a graph partitioning problem. Note: 
there is no one unique graph-partitioning formulation. Also, whatever the formulation, the 
graph partitioning is known to be NP-hard, even for bipartitioning unweighted graphs. Ac-
cordingly, once a formulation is decided upon, heuristic strategies are required when searching 
for a good partitioning. A survey of such methods can be found in [18]. 
Simple formulation [19] 
(In row-oriented version) a vertex i represents matrix row i together with vector components 
Ui and Vi. An edge {i,j) represents a nonzero a^j. An edge (z, j ) is said to be cut if vertices 
i and j are assigned to two different processors. The aim now is to minimise the number of 
cut edges. 
This simple formulation can be criticised for several reasons. It can handle only square 
matrices. It imposes the same partitioning on the input and output vectors. It does not 
necessarily attempt to minimise the communication volume, nor the number of messages, 
nor balance communication, nor balance messaging. 
We now consider an alternative formulation which is a response to some of these criticisms. 
Bipartite formulation [20] 
(In row-oriented version) rows of an m x n matrix are identified with a set of m row vertices, 
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columns are identified with a set of n column vertices, and non-zero elements are identified 
with the edges (%,j) between a row vertex i and a column vertex j. The row and column 
vertices are each partitioned into p sets, where p is the number of processors. Partitioning 
is with a view to minimising the number of cut edges while keeping the difference in work 
between processors less than the work of a single matrix row or column. This partitioning 
determines the distribution of the input and output vectors. The matrix distribution is a 
ID row distribution that conforms to the partitioning of the row vertices. 
Multilevel Bipartitioning Algorithms [21] 
With a view to speeding up calculation, to determine an appropriate partitioning, one ap-
proach is to aggregate vertices. This is how multilevel methods proceed. They coarsen a 
graph by merging vertices at several successive levels until the remaining graph is sufficiently 
small, then partition the result, and finally uncoarsen it, projecting back the partitioning 
and refining it at every level. 
Formulation Deficiency 
A necessary deficiency of any graph-partitioning formulation is that it can only estimate 
communication volume. This is because it cannot distinguish between data being needed by 
two different remote processors or twice by a single remote processor. In the latter case, the 
information is unlikely to be sent twice. This is not something for which graph formulations 
can provide an account. 
2.6.3 Hypergraph Partit ioning 
In this subsection we describe how hypergraph theory may be used to measure and improve 
calculation efficiency across multiple processors. Hypergraph theory may be thought of as a 
generalisation of graph theory. 
As before, we first set out the terms, and we describe a general hypergraph partitioning 
problem. We then relate this to the problem of parallel matrix-vector multiplication. 
Terminology and General Hypergraph Model 
A hypergraph H = (V, S) is defined as a set of vertices V and a set of hyperedges 8 among 
those vertices. Every hyperedge Cj E A/" is a subset of vertices — i.e. ej C V. Let v{ej) 
denote the vertices in a hyperedge ej. The size of a hyperedge is equal to the number of its 
constituent vertices — i.e. Sj = \v{ej)\. (Graphs are special instances of hypergraphs such 
that each hyperedge has size 2.) The set of hyperedges connected to a vertex Vi is denoted 
e{vi). The degree of a vertex is equal to the number of hyperedges to which the vertex is 
connected—i.e. di — |e(t'j)|. Let Wi and Cj denote the weight of vertex Vi and the cost 
of hyperedge ej E S, respectively. See also [18] for a survey of such heuristic methods. 
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Definition of a K-Way Partition of hypergraphs, and the associated balance criterion, is 
identical to that of graphs. 
In a partition 11 of 7Y, a hyper edge that has at least one vertex in a part is said to connect 
that part. Connectivity set Aj of a hyper edge Cj is defined as the set of parts connected by 
Cj. Connectivity Xj = | Aj | of a hyperedge Cj denotes the number of parts connected by Cj. 
A hyperedge Cj is said to be cut if it connects more than one part (i.e. Aj > 1), and uncut 
otherwise (i.e. Xj = 1. The cut and uncut hyperedges are also referred to as external and 
internal hyperedges, respectively. The set of external hyperedges of a partition H is denoted 
Se- There are various cutsize definitions for representing the cost %(n) of a partition IT. 
Two relevant definitions are: 
x ( n ) = E 9 
and 
x(n)= ^ 
In the first of these, cutsize is equal to the sum of the costs of the cut hyperedges. In the 
second, each cut hyperedge Cj contributes Cj{Xj — 1) to the cutsize. 
The hypergraph partitioning problem can be defined as the task of dividing a hypergraph 
into two or more parts such that the cutsize is minimised, while a given balance criterion 
among the part weights is maintained. 
Matrix—Vector Partitioning via Hypergraph Partitioning 
Still with a view to finding a good matrix-vector partitioning, we may choose to formu-
late the matrix-vector partitioning problem as a hypergraph partitioning problem. Unlike 
graph partitioning, hypergraph partitioning is capable of modelling the exact communica-
tion volume—not just providing an estimate. We note that as in the graph partitioning case, 
there is no one unique hypergraph-partitioning formulation. Also, whatever the formulation, 
the hypergraph partitioning is known to be NP-hard. Accordingly, once a formulation is 
decided upon, heuristic strategies are required in searching for a good partitioning. 
I D Partitioning [22] 
Identify the rows of the m x n matrix with the vertices of the hypergraph. Identify the 
columns of the matrix with the hyperedges. Let the weight of each vertex be given by the 
number of nonzeros in the corresponding row. Let the cost of a cut hyperedge be given by 
the second cost definition where Cj = 1 for all j. The problem now is how to partition the 
vertices into sets such that the total vertex weight is balanced among the sets and the total 
cost of the cut hyperedges is minimal. 
Note: this results in a row-wise decomposition. For a column-wise decomposition, inter-
change "row" and "column". Note also that stage 4 work is not accounted for in this model. 
Typically this is not regarded as being of significant concern. 
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2D Partitioning [23] 
Identify the non-zeros of the mxn matrix with the vertices of the hypergraph. Identify the 
rows and the columns of the matrix with the hyper edges. Let the weight of each vertex be 
given by the number of nonzeros in the corresponding row. Let the cost of a cut hyperedge 
be given by the second cost definition where Cj = 1 for all j. The problem, as above, is how 
to partition the vertices (corresponding to non-zeros) into sets such that the total vertex 
weight is balanced among the sets and the total cost of the cut hyper edges is minimal. 
Note that a row-wise decomposition induces stage 1 communication, whereas a column-wise 
decomposition induces stage 3 communication. Accordingly, 2D partitioning yields both 
stage 1 and stage 3 communication (unlike ID partitioning, for which one of these stages 
will be obsolete). And, note again: stage 4 work is not accounted for in this model. As 
before, this is typically not regarded as being of significant concern. 
2.6.4 Rev iew 
Graph vs Hypergraph Partitioning 
As noted earlier, graph partitioning can only give an estimate of communication volume. 
However, as noted in [24], there are examples, say of differential equations discretised on a 
grid, where the number of neighbours of a grid point are limited. In these cases, the estimate 
"may" not be far removed from the actual communication volume. Accordingly, given that 
the hypergraph partitioning problem is more difficult than graph partitioning, one may 
potentially argue for graph partitioning. The argument might go as follows: the per-iteration 
improvement gained from hypergraph partitioning would not outweigh the additional setup 
time associated with hypergraph partitioning as compared with graph partitioning. 
ID vs 2D Partitioning 
2D partitioning can reduce significantly the total communication volume as compared with 
ID partitioning—despite being subject to both stage 1 and stage 3 communication. Intu-
itively, this seems plausible because ID partitioning is a special case of 2D partitioning. 
However, for well-structured matrices, ID communication volume may not be significantly 
higher than 2D. For these matrices, it may not be worth the extra work required for a 
2D partition (2D partitioning problems are significantly more difficult than ID partitioning 
problems). Further, 2D partitioning is often associated with more messaging that ID (de-
spite lower total communication volume). So, if messaging setup costs are high, we may also 
choose ID over 2D. 
Naive Partitioning 
Of course, we need not resort to graph or hypergraph partitioning to partition a matrix. 
There are simpler techniques which may be more appropriate—i.e. the gains jfrom the more 
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complex techniques might not outweigh the setup costs. For example, if the partition is 
only used for one calculation then the setup cost associated with hypergraph partitioning 
might substantially outweigh the improvement in calculation time post-setup. Examples of 
simpler techniques include cyclic row striping, and sequential row striping with a simple load-
balancing heuristic [25]. In the first of these, non-zeros of the matrix in the row with index i 
are assigned to the processor i modulo p, where p is the total number of processors. Vector 
elements Ui and Vi are also assigned to processor i modulo p. In the second, consecutive rows 
of the matrix and consecutive elements of the vectors are assigned to a processor. When the 
number of non-zeros assigned to this processor exceed a threshold value determined from the 
total number of non-zeros in the matrix and the number of processors, then subsequent rows 
and vector elements are assigned to the next processor. These are consecutively assigned 
until the threshold value is exceeded. When it is, subsequent rows and vector entries are 
assigned to the next processor, and so on. 
2.7 Summary 
In this chapter we introduced the problem of finding unique (up to scalar multiples) dominant 
eigenvectors. We also introduced a special case of this problem, namely finding unique 
steady-state distributions of DTMCs. As part of this introduction we presented a proposition 
which informs us about when to expect a unique steady-state solution. This proposition has 
appeared elsewhere, though with a different proof. 
We then described the main solution method for small problems, namely Gaussian elimi-
nation. We explained the difficulties relating to Gaussian elimination as applied to large 
problems. In so doing, we motivated an alternative solution approach for large problems. 
The alternative solution approach which we described is the power method and its variants. 
Of these variants, only the Jacobi is typically applicable to very large problems—as Gauss-
Seidel and SOR are not easily distributable. We described four approaches to speeding up 
these solution methods. 
Noting that the most significant reason for slower convergence across vast parallel archi-
tectures is the cost per iteration—typically given by the communication overhead—we then 
reviewed different approaches to reducing this cost per iteration across parallel architectures. 
The foremost approaches were described as graph and hypergraph partitioning. These meth-
ods show greatest gains when several problems are solved with similar sparsity patterns (as 
in personalised PageRank calculation, for example). This is because these methods are 
themselves expensive. 
In this chapter we have not presented an exhaustive survey of solution methods for this 
type of problem. There are a great many such methods, and the corresponding literature 
is enormous. Some of these methods may be shown to be applicable when the problem is 
viewed as a linear system—e.g. Krylov subspace. Some of these methods may be shown to 
be applicable when the problem is viewed as a null-space problem—e.g. projection methods. 
Some may be shown applicable when the problem is viewed as an instance of a nearly 
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decomposable system—e.g. aggregation/disaggregation methods. 
Whilst potentially very helpful, and Krylov and projection methods in particular (which 
are still very new in the context of singular, homogeneous systems) do appear promis-
ing, these methods are either ill-suited to parallel/distributed implementation (aggrega-
tion /disaggregation methods) or they may be parallelised (in some instances) but they have 
much higher cost per iteration (projection/Krylov methods). As seen in the PageRank ap-
plication later in this thesis, the cost per iteration is typically notably more important than 
the number of iterations required until convergence. For this reason, the power method and 
the Jacobi method remain the methods of choice when solving for very large problems. 
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Chapter 3 
Asynchronous Iterative Solution for 
Linear Fixed-Point Problems 
3.1 Introduction 
The method of asynchronous iterative solution was originally proposed by Chazan and Mi-
ranker [26] for linear system problems (under the name chaotic relaxation), and has since 
been shown to be successful in many contexts—for example, non-linear problems [27, 28], 
partial differential equations [29], convex programming [30] and optimisation [31]. However, 
as noted in [1]: "Much remains to be done to enlarge the already substantial class of problems 
for which asynchronous algorithms can be correctly applied." 
In this section we provide motivation for and formally set out the asynchronous iterative 
solution method for linear problems [26, 28, 9]. 
By way of comparison, we first recall the description of the traditional synchronous iterative 
methods, which we classed as variants of the power method. We described these methods as 
involving construction of vector sequences, < >, where 6 C" and = f{x^^^) for 
some function / : C" ^ C" (where / is sometimes referred to as the iteration mapping). The 
two principal types of synchronous iterative method were given as Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel. 
Jacobi methods involve updating all vector components at each iteration. Specifically, the 
Jacobi iteration mapping is given by Gauss-Seidel methods, by contrast, 
involve updating each of the vector components (or, blocks of vector components) consec-
utively. Assuming the vector components are updated in index order, the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration mapping may be here given by if component i is being 
updated and = xf^ ^ if component i is not being updated. 
To be able to generate iteration vector synchronous methods require that the preceding 
vector has been fully formed and that the iteration mapping can be applied to this 
preceding vector. If some entry xf^ ^ is delayed or, even worse, lost then cannot be 
generated. This becomes more of a concern when these methods are implemented as parallel 
algorithms where each iteration vector is partitioned across multiple processors and the 
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iteration mapping is also partitioned across the same processors. When this partitioning 
happens a particular processor will be responsible for generating, say, and to do this 
it will require an entry, say, xf^, which is being stored by some other processor. This requires 
a message to be sent, and this inter-processor communication will be needed repeatedly as 
subsequent iteration vectors are generated. Messages cannot be lost, and any messaging 
delay causes a delayed update of the next vector entry—that is to say, each iteration of a 
synchronous algorithm is only as quick as the slowest entry generation which is required for 
that iteration. 
In stark contrast, in implementations of asynchronous methods across multiple processors, 
processors need not wait for vector entries from other processors. Processors are entitled to 
proceed almost independently of each other, generating vector entries by using entries from 
other processors which may be many iteration steps old. Processors need not send updated 
entries to other processors after each step. They may generate many new iterations of a 
vector entry before they communicate any change to other processors. And the messages 
which any processor receives may be received out of order—older messages may be received 
and used after more recently-sent messages have already arrived and been used. 
Given the remarkable variation permitted, and haphazard nature of the entry generation, 
it seems quite incredible that we can reason mathematically about asynchronous iterative 
methods, not to mention that anything useful could come of such asynchronous implemen-
tations. Indeed, even more incredible is the suggestion that this quasi-random process often 
offers faster solution than synchronous methods. 
In this chapter we provide a mathematical account of asynchronous iterative methods and we 
prove that, with very unrestrictive conditions, they do indeed provide the required solutions. 
We consider the implications of the conditions. And we consider also the potential advantages 
of asynchronous iterative methods. We do all this in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we consider 
the application of asynchronous iterative methods to dominant eigenvector problems. We 
discuss the difficulties surrounding this application. 
3.2 Chazan—Miranker Theorem 
3.2.1 Descript ion 
Consider the linear fixed-point problem: 
z = A : r -t- 6, w h e r e A E C ' ' , z, 6 E C . (3.1) 
To solve for the unique fixed-point we generate a convergent sequence of iterates from the 
corresponding class of asynchronous iterations. 
The class of asynchronous iterations is given by the class of sequences, < >, of column 
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vectors in C" recursively defined by; 
' • " 1 ^ if , i V{t) 
where U, d axe functions satisfying a set of conditions. Function U : N —> P{1 , . . . , n}, which 
we may refer to as the update function, gives the set of vector entries to be updated at each 
step (where P { 1 , . . . , n } denotes the power set of {! , . . . ,n}). Function d : N x {1,... ,n} x 
{1 , . . . , n} —>• N, which we may refer to as the delay function, gives the relative "age" of the 
entries used in the update of each vector entry at each step.^ These functions satisfy the 
following conditions: 
CA41: Each vector entry i (1 < i < n) features in an infinite number of update sets. 
CM.2: For each pair of vector entries i,j (1 <i,j< n), we have that: 
(t — d{t, i, j)) —^  c» as t —> oo; 
Condition CA41 prevents a step being reached after which one of the vector entries, say i, is 
no longer updated. Condition CA42 prevents information from a particular step being used 
repeatedly in updates ad infinitum instead of "newer" information. 
Generalising the fundamental result of Chazan and Miranker's seminal paper [26], we get the 
following convergence guarantee for generated sequences. It allows us to know pre-generation 
whether sequences are convergent. 
3.2.2 Generalised Chazan and Miranker Theorem 
Theorem 4 Consider the chaotic iteration scheme corresponding to Equation (3.1). The 
Chazan-Miranker theorem states that: 
i. If there is a vector v such that % > 0, for all k, and 
if there is a scalar a such that both ct < 1 and | Al^ < av, 
then every sequence of iterates converges to x as s^oo; 
a. p(|A|) < 1 (where p(|A|) is the spectral radius of \A\) 
if and only if there is a contracting a, v pair as given above in (1); 
Hi. If no such v exists, 
then there exists some sequence So of iterates x^^^ which does not converge. 
^It is perhaps worth noting: when we generate sequences, t provides a non-negative-integer indexing of 
events. Whilst t is often referred to as a time step, i t may have htt le relation to "real t ime". 
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In this theorem, |A| denotes the matrix whose entries are the absolute values of the corre-
sponding entries in A—and we term |A| the modulus matrix of matrix A. 
Sometimes points 1 and 2 in Theorem 4 are conflated, in which case we have the following. 
Corollary 5 Consider the class of asynchronous iterations corresponding to equation Equa-
tion (3.1). If p{\A\) < 1 , then every sequence of iterates within the class converges to the 
unique fixed-point x as t ^ oo; if p{\A\) > 1, then some non-convergent sequence of iterates 
exists within the class. 
As presented, this theorem and corollary are more general than the formulations provided 
by Chazan and Mir anker. 
The update function^ which we use allows multiple entries to be updated concurrently: it 
maps to non-empty sets of vector entries. By contrast, Chazan and Mir anker only permitted 
single vector entries to be updated at any one point. 
The delay function^ employed by Chazan and Miranker depends only on the step and the 
index of the previous entry—not on the index of the entry being updated. If the aim is 
to include some relationship between sender and recipient within the delay function, for 
example that there is greater than average information delay from this particular sender to 
this particular recipient, because of geographical location, say, then one needs to have both 
indices be available within the model. 
Our condition CAi2 is more general than the corresponding condition given by Chazan and 
Miranker, according to which the delay function requires some strict upper bound. 
These amendments to the Chazan-Miranker formulation require that the proof of point 1 in 
[26] be generalised. We do so below. For completeness, and also with a view to making the 
proof more accessible, we also provide a rewording of the proof of point 2 as found in [28], 
and a rewording of the proof of point 3 as found in [26]. 
Proof of Theorem 4 
We first note the following: 
The chaotic iteration scheme corresponding to x = Ax -\-b is given by; 
(.+1) _ I E " . , a„xf-"'•••'» +b, if ie u(s) 
' I xj®' if i ^  u ( s ) 
Let X be a fixed point of this chaotic iteration scheme. 
Let — X. 
Then have that: 
_ f it i € n { 3 ) 
\ V, if i i «{s) 
This is the chaotic iteration scheme corresponding to y = Ay 
^Chazan and Miranker do not refer to i t as an update function. 
^Chazan and Miranker do not refer to i t as a delay function. 
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So, without loss of generality, we may assume 6=0. 
Proof of point 1: 
Suppose that {vk > 0, Vfc) and 3a {a < 1) such that lAji? < av. 
(i.e. Suppose that for some v, all entries in v are contracted under multiplication by |A|.) 
We aim to show: > 0 as s —> oo. 
We do this in three steps. 
Step 1: 
We aim to show that Vw, Vc G M {\w\ < cv ^ |Au;| < acv). 
(i.e. We aim to show the absolute value of any vector is similarly contracted under multipli-
cation by |A|.) 
Suppose |u;| < cv 
Then, jAwj < |A||iu| < \A\cv < acv. 
Step 2: 
Let us choose some step s'. 
By condition CA42, 3A such that Vs > s' + A, update of s does not appeal to any entry 
from a vector x^, where p < s'. 
We aim now to show that ((|f(^'+^)|,... , < cv) => (|a;^ ^ |^ < cv, Vs > s' + 1)). 
(i.e. We aim to show that any bound on a A-wide subsequence, bounds all later iterates.) 
We proceed by induction 
Suppose . . . , < cv. 
Let t be some natural such that t > s' + A. 
Suppose that Vs (t > s > (s' + A)) we have that < cv. 
Consider 
By definition, V% ^ u{t + 1), we havelxf"*"^^! = \xf \ < cvi. 
Also, \/i G u{t + 1), we have = | < occvi 
(This follows by induction assumption and step 1). 
Hence, < cv. 
The result follows by induction. 
Step 3: 
We aim to show that 0 as s—> oo. 
We aim to do this by showing that the bound in step 2 can be made to tend to zero. 
As in step 2, choose some s', in which case . . . , | < cv. 
Then, by step 2 we have that < cv, Vs > s' + A. 
Let Sj > s' + Ao be some step such that x-®'' is once more updated (i.e. i = u[si)). 
Then, Vs > s,, we have = | < acvi. 
Let 8^1 > s' + Ao be a step such that every entry i (1 through n) has once more been 
updated. 
Such an s„,j exists by condition CAAl of the chaotic iteration scheme definition. 
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Then, Vs (s„i + Ai > s > + 1) we have < acv,'^ where Ai is some number such 
that no update after + Ai appeals to an entry with a step index lower than 
Repeating this argument, choosing A i , . . . appropriately, we can find such that; 
Suk > '" > ^n2 > •Sni and Vs (sn^ + Afc > s > + 1) we have that < a'^cv. 
Now, clearly, as /c —> oo, we have that a'^cv 0. 
Hence, as g —> oo, we have that 0. 
Part 1 of the theorem follows. 
Proof of 2: 
Step 1; 
We aim to show: ((p(|A|) < 1) =4> (Bi; > 0, 3q! < 1 such that jAltf < av)) 
Suppose that p( |A|) < 1. 
For any scalar 5 > 0, let matrix A^ be the result of adding 5 to all zero entries in A. 
Clearly, \As\ is an irreducible matrix (all entries being strictly greater than zero). 
So, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem, we have that p(|A^|) is an eigenvalue of |Ag|. 
Let this eigenvalue be labelled A. 
By the same theorem, there exists an eigenvector •wa > 0 corresponding to A. 
So, there exists a > 0 such that IA I^iTa = Ai7\, where A = p(|Aa|). 
Now, by [32], we know that p(|Ag|) is continuous at 0 with respect to 5. 
Accordingly, for some 5 we have that A = p(|A{|) < 1. 
Choose some such 5' and denote the corresponding dominant eigenvalue by A'. 
We note: for any size-n, column vector it; > 0 , it is clear that \A\w < |Ag|w 
So, as required, |A|va' < |Aj|wa' = where vy > 0 and A' < 1. 
Step 2: 
We aim to show: ((3i; > 0, Ba < 1 such that |A|iT < av)) p( |A|) < 1) 
Let us define the vector norm: := max{# : i = 1,..., n}. 
Let II • Hi? be a matrix norm induced by the above vector norm. 
For this matrix norm, we have |||A|||^ < a < 1. 
And, we know that spectral radius is bounded above by any matrix norm. 
The claim follows. 
Part 2 of the theorem follows from step 1 and 2. 
Proof of 3: 
Suppose that for any choice of v (% > 0, V/c), we do not have that lAj?; < v. 
We aim to show that there is a sequence iSo of iterates which does not converge. 
By point 2 and the supposition we that p(|A|) > 1. 
By theorem 4.13 in [2], we have that p(|A|) is an eigenvalue, p, and corresponding to p is a 
^Indeed, Vs > + 1, we have < acv. 
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non-negative vector v. 
Let z be such that Az = z + v — i.e. (A — l)z = v. 
Our assumption is that there is a unique solution for Equation (3.1) implies that (I — A) is 
invertible, so there is such a z. To construct sequence Sq, we proceed as follows: 
Steps 1 though n: 
We take z as the initial vector — at step 1. 
We then let, for 1 < s < n, / 
This yields the following sequence of iterates: 
/ Zi+Vi \ 
Z2 
23 
\ 
( -Zl + •Wl ^ 
2^ + ^2 % 
/ \ 
( ^ 
^2 + ^2 
^3 + ^3 
/ \ 
^ Zi-\- Vi ^  
Z2 + V2 
Z3 + Vs 
J y J 
Or, equivalently, it yields the sequence sum where sequence is given by: 
z + z + 2: + |, ...2; + | 
and sequence is given by: 
" 2 ' 
/ — \ 
2 
2 
2 
/ — \ 
2 
2 
2 
/ — \ 
2 22 
2 
m 
2 
a \ 
2 
2 
B. 
2 
Steps ( n + l ) through 2n; 
u{s) = {s mod n}; 
We let where t corresponds to an iterate in such that entry 
j in this iterate is of the same same sign to hij 
This yields a sequence of iterates which may be written as + r , where, letting a, 
denote the row of A, sequence cr(^ ) is given by: 
Z2 + 'U2 
% + % 
Z2 + % + T 2^ + fg + ^ 
Z3 + %;3 + T 
/ / Zi + + ^ \ 
f2
Z3 + f 3 
y J y J ^ 4" '^n j \ ^ ^ ) 
zi + ?;i + % \ 
Z2 + t'a + ^ 
Z 3 + % + ^ 
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and sequence is given by; 
/ SEL \ 
V2 
2 H3 
2 
/ m \ 
2 
pV2 
2 
m 
2 
/ \ 
P^ 2 
2 
P"3 
2 
\ t y \ t y 
/ \ 
2 P"3 
2 
Steps ( 2 n + l ) through 3n: 
w(s) = {s mod n}; 
We let ( , f where t corresponds to an iterate in such that entry 
j in this iterate is of the opposite same sign to fey 
This yields a sequence of iterates which may be written as where 
is given by: 
/ 21+-^! + ^ \ 
2^ + V2 
% + f3 
/ ^ ^ 
Z2 + 2;2 + ^ 
Z3 +1)3 
/ zi + ^ \ 
Z2 + ;^2 + ^ 
Z3 + ^^ 3 + ^ 
J y ~l~ y y y 
/ Zi + 2,1 + ^ ^ 
Z 2 + % + y 
Z3 ^ 3 + ^ 
\ Zn + Vn + ^ / 
and sequence is given by: 
/ _ p a \ 
2 
2 
m 
2 
Ik 
2 
_£^ 
2 
V3 
2 
/ V Hn 2 
PV2 
2 
_ p ^ 2 
/ V 2 
_£H2 
2 PV3 
2 
PVn 
2 / 
Carrying on in this fashion, for positive integers A, we obtain sequence elements: 
And: 
(n(2fe+l) ) r* I 1 
= ^ + E 7 : o A V + 
And so, clearly, if \p\ = 1, does not converge as s —> oo; if IpI > 1, must diverge as s —>• cxd 
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3.2.3 Sufficient and Necessary Condit ions for Convergence 
Theorem 4 gives a sufficiency condition for sequence convergence. This is extremely sur-
prising given that the class-defining conditions CA41 and CA42 are so lax. The conditions 
impose no restrictions on how often a vector entry is updated. An entry may be updated 
every step, or it may be updated once every million steps. The conditions permit update 
information to be "chronologically" mal-ordered. For instance, a vector entry at a given step, 
say may be used to update some other entry, i, before an earlier step of the updating 
entry, say ^ is used to update entry i. And, the conditions permit update information to 
be lost: an entry at a given step, say , may never be used to update vector entry z, or, 
indeed, to update any other vector entry. 
Whilst Theorem 4 gives a necessary condition for convergence of all sequences within the 
particular class, it does not give a necessary condition for convergence of any particular 
sequence. If the condition is contravened, we cannot claim that all sequences within the class 
do not converge. Consider, for example, any sequence for which = x. Such a sequence 
will clearly converge no matter the spectral radius of the matrix = ^)). All we can 
claim, if the theorem's convergence condition is contravened, is that some non-convergent 
sequence exists within the class. This is an important point which will be reconsidered in 
due course. 
3.2.4 Advantages of Asynchrony 
In this subsection we consider four potential advantages of asynchronous iterative methods 
as compared with their synchronous counterparts. 
Faster solution In implementations over distributed or parallel computing systems, syn-
chronous iterative solution methods involve processors performing an iteration, then com-
municating their results, and then all processors moving on to the next iteration (consider, 
for example, Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods [1]). When processors perform iterations at 
different speeds or inter-processor communication times are inhomogeneous, then we expect 
significant processor idle time (during which processors wait for information before moving 
on to subsequent iterations). This becomes all the more troubling when iterations leave en-
tries unchanged or very minimally changed—in synchronous methods, processors still need 
to communicate the fact that there has been little or no change before all processors can 
move on to the next iteration. In asynchronous methods there are no synchronisation points 
between communication and iteration. Each processor is allowed to keep iterating at its own 
pace, using whatever information is available at the time (possibly old information). Within 
an asynchronous set-up, it is not incumbent upon processors to communicate a particular 
piece of information, or indeed to communicate at any particular point. This often corre-
sponds to faster solution (faster convergence, in computational time, to the fixed-point) [1]. 
In [33], Lubachevsky and Mitra present an analogous account of solution speed-up for im-
plementations over uni-processor systems—in particular, where the size of the principal 
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matrix is substantially larger than the storage capacity of the main memory. In such cases, 
synchronous iterative solution methods necessitate a high frequency of expensive (time-
consuming) swaps between main and secondary memory. By exploiting the asynchronous 
framework (no longer requiring that all vector entries be updated before any particular entry 
be once more updated), Lubachevsky and Mitra construct an asynchronous iterative solution 
algorithm which permits substantially reduced memory-swap frequency. 
Faster asymptotic convergence In [34], Bull and Freeman present numerical evidence 
to suggest that when inter-processor communication time is not significantly greater than 
processing time per iteration, then asynchronous iterative solvers often require fewer iteration 
steps to converge (to the fixed-point solution) than their synchronous counterparts. They 
suggest that this may be due to the damping of oscillations about the solution. 
In [1], Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis write of accelerated convergence through a Gauss-Seidel effect. 
As noted earlier, (synchronous) Gauss-Seidel methods often converge with fewer iteration 
steps than (synchronous) Jacobi methods—because newer information is incorporated more 
quickly into updates. However, Gauss-Seidel methods are difficult to implement over parallel 
or distributed systems. Asynchronous iterative solution methods, Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 
suggest, have the potential to display Gauss-Seidel-type solution acceleration, with newest 
information being incorporated quickly into updates, whilst still being easy to implement 
over parallel or distributed systems. 
Simplified task management and programming Synchronous iterative solvers tend 
to be more difficult to implement than their asynchronous counterparts for three main rea-
sons: global synchronisation, handling of lossy communication channels, and restarts. Global 
synchronisation mechanisms are, by definition, prerequisite to any synchronous solver. Most 
likely these mechanisms need to be able to handle temporary, localised system failure. Asyn-
chronous solvers need no such synchronisation mechanisms. Synchronous solvers need also 
to have mechanisms in place which ensure that messages reach destination processors— 
particularly where the communication channel is lossy and/or message buffers are small rel-
ative to the number of messages received. Asynchronous iterative solvers, by contrast, permit 
messages to be lost (and, indeed, permit messages to arrive in random order). Thirdly, if 
we change problem parameters mid-computation (change matrix-vector entries or introduce 
new matrix-vector entries), then synchronous iterative solvers need to be stopped, all pro-
cessors informed of the change, and then reinitiated. Asynchronous solvers do not need to 
be stopped and reinitiated when there is a change. Rather, processors proceed as per normal 
and, independently of one another, and upon receipt of suitable messages, incorporate the 
parameter changes into their individual computations. 
Staggered communication and memory access By definition, synchronous, iterative 
solvers tend to have bursty communication patterns and memory-access patterns. This 
may yield communication or memory-access delays. Free from global synchronisation mech-
anisms, asynchronous solvers are expected to make significantly more efficient use of the 
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communication channel and memory. 
3.3 Application to Dominant Eigenvector Problems 
In this section we consider the application of asynchronous iterative solution theory to the 
problem of finding the unique dominant eigenvectors which are associated with positive real 
dominant eigenvalues. 
Let M E be a matrix with such a positive real dominant eigenvalue and unique 
associated dominant eigenvector up to scalar multiples. Without loss of generality we may 
assume this dominant real eigenvalue is equal to one. Then we are considering using the 
class of asynchronous iterations to solve for unique x in: 
x = Mx (3.3) 
3.3.1 Difficulties 
If the class of asynchronous iterations corresponding to Equation (3.3) is to provide the 
possibility of faster solution than corresponding classes of synchronous iterations, then we 
require a method for knowing that the asynchronous sequences which we might generate are 
convergent before they are generated. Unfortunately, theorem 4 does not (in any obvious 
way) provide us with the requisite convergence guarantee. 
Firstly, x is not a unique fixed-point for Equation (3.3). Trivially, the zero vector is a fixed 
point. Likewise, for any A G M, Ax is also a fixed-point. That is to say, vector x is unique 
only up to scalar multiples. 
This uniqueness difficulty is surmountable. Let us define matrix M* G 
0 \ 
A/r 
M* := 
1 
(3.4) 
0 \ 1 
Then, there is a unique fixed-point x* G for equation: 
i;* = A/I'a;*. (3X5) 
And, this vector x* satisfies: 
The second, far more troubling concern, is that the coefficient matrix does not have a modulus 
equivalent with spectral radius strictly less than one. 
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It is well known [5] that, 
X|M|) > p(M) - 1. (3.7) 
and, by definition of M*, 
p(|IV[*0 :> / , (&/ [* )1 . 
Two approaches present themselves for resolving these difficulties. 
Recall that Theorem 4 does not give necessary conditions for sequence convergence. The first 
approach points out that for many matrices M, within the class of asynchronous iterations 
corresponding to Equation (3.3), there are many non-constant sequences ^ Ax, A e K) 
which do in fact converge to non-zero, real multiples of x. (Actually, the only sequences 
which converge to 0 are those for which = 0.) Given this realisation, the aim of the first 
approach is to find a set of conditions which picks out a significant number of the non-zero, 
convergent sequences. This set of conditions would then serve as a convergence guarantee in 
Theorem 4's stead. This is the approach adopted by Lubachevsky and Mitra in [33]. 
The second approach has as its aim that we find a vector v E C" and a matrix M E 
such that 
p(|M|) < 1 (3.9) 
and the unique solution x of Equation (3.3) is also the unique fixed-point of 
x = Mx + v. (3.10) 
This may be equivalently thought of as to our trying to map the homogeneous, singular 
linear system corresponding to Equation (3.9), 
( I - M ) f = 0 (3.11) 
to some inhomogeneous, non-singular linear system with the same solution, 
(I -- IVl)a; == (3.112) 
If this is achievable, then we can generate sequences from the entire class of asynchronous 
iterations corresponding to Equation (3.10) and we can employ Theorem 4 as a convergence 
guarantee for these generated sequences. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter we presented a mathematical account of asynchronous iterative solution for 
linear fixed-point problems. We also put forward and proved a version of the Chazan-
Miranker theorem which has been generalised in three ways. The generalised theorem allows 
multiple entries to be updated at any step. It permits delay to depend on both sender 
and receiver. And it also does not impose a fixed upper bound on delay. To conclude we 
introduced two contrasting approaches to applying asynchronous iterative solution methods 
to dominant eigenvector problems. 
5
Chapter 4 
Partially Asynchronous Iterative 
Solution for Perron Vectors 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we introduced the classes of Chazan-Miranker asynchronous it-
erations. These classes of iterations were shown to converge to the unique solutions of 
non-singular, inhomogeneous systems.^ 
In the proof of the Chazan-Miranker theorem it was shown that for all other types of problem, 
if no further restrictions are employed, then it is always possible to find non-convergent 
sequences. 
In this chapter we consider a particular approach to solving certain homogeneous, singular 
systems by using a (more restrictive) subclass of asynchronous iterations for which conver-
gence can be ensured. 
4.2 Lubachevsky—Mitra Theorem 
4.2.1 Set of Conditions 
In [33], Lubachevsky and Mitra present a framework for using asynchronous iterations to 
solve a particular class of dominant eigenvector problem: 
1/ = USf, (4 1) 
where matrix U 6 is non-negative, irreducible and U also has at least one non-zero 
diagonal entry (which is a stronger condition than aperiodicity). 
V(A) < p(|A|) < 1 implies that (I - A) is invertible. This in turn imphes that b is non-zero, if there is 
a unique (up to scalar multiples) non-zero solution. 
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By the Perron-Probenius theorem, we know that we may regard the unique (up to scalar 
multiples) vector y G as being both positive and of unit one-norm, in which case the 
problem may be thought of as finding a particular class of Perron vector. 
The framework which Lubachevsky and Mitra provide comprises a set of conditions. These 
conditions specify how we may generate asynchronous sequences corresponding to Equa-
tion (4.1). The conditions are, as expected, more restrictive than the Chazan-Miranker 
conditions. 
If we let 1 6 {1 ,2 , . . . , ?%} be some particular index such that % > 0, then the Lubachevsky-
Mitra conditions are: 
ZIjWl: 2/1°) > 0 
CM.2-. Delay is bounded above by some finite A. 
£A43: There is some finite upper update bound, E, such that every vector entry is updated 
at least once every E consecutive updates. 
£M4: Vs(d(s,i,i) = 0) 
These conditions pick out a subclass of the (Chazan-Miranker) asynchronous iterations. In 
the literature this type of subclass is referred to as being partially asynchronous [9]. This is 
because condition CMZ imposes an update bound. Asynchronous subclasses which are not 
subject to such an update bound are referred to in the literature as totally asynchronous. 
Associated with the Lubachevsky-Mitra subclass of asynchronous iterations corresponding 
with Equation (4.1), [33] provides us with the following convergence guarantee. 
Theorem 6 Consider the subclass of asynchronous iterations, as picked out by the four 
conditions, which corresponds to equation Equation (4-1)- -(f p(U) < 1, then for every 
sequence within the subclass there is some finite, positive, real X such that the sequence 
converges to Xy as t ^ oo. 
4.2.2 Broadening the Class of Suitable Problems 
Lubachevsky and Mitra impose two restrictions on the coefficient matrix which we can 
transcend with suitable preprocessing, thereby broadening the class of problems to which we 
may apply their method. The first preprocessing step is well-known, and provided in [33]. 
The second applies if U is stochastic. It is not noted in the literature. 
Lubachevsky and Mitra state that for their method to work and for any suitably generated 
sequence of iterates to converge as required, we need matrix U to have a non-zero diagonal 
entry. 
They suggest the following identity as a means of preprocessing to transcend this restriction. 
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For any a G (0,1], 
y = OLy^{\-a)y 
= aUy + (1 — <y)^ y, where I is the identity matrix (4.2) 
= (aU + (1 - (y)l)y 
Now in equahty statement Equation (4.2), matrix (aU + (1 — a)!) is clearly irreducible. So, 
if U does not comprise a positive diagonal entry, then we can easily find another irreducible 
matrix which has both the same dominant eigenvector and has a positive diagonal. 
The second preprocessing step is given by Proposition 2. Suppose that U is also stochastic.^ 
Then Proposition 2 allows us to apply transcend the irreducibility requirement. We check 
that there is just one strongly connected subcomponent of states (in which case we know that 
a unique steady-state distribution exists). This check is prerequisite to any solution method, 
and distributable mechanisms for doing so have been presented in the literature [35, 36, 37]. 
If we find just one strongly connected subcomponent of states, we construct an irreducible 
probability transition matrix U E < n) from U by removing from U all rows and 
columns corresponding to transient states. We know all the transient steady-states are zero. 
Our revised aim is to find the recurrent steady states. These are given by the vector y which 
we define to be the restriction of y to the recurrent states. This vector y satisfies: 
(4^) 
4.2.3 Practical Implications 
In this subsection we look to fiesh out the practical implications of using conditions CA4.1 
through CAiA to generate Lubachevsky-Mitra iteration sequences. 
Condition CM.\ demands that a specific entry in the initial vector be positive. We may 
easily accommodate this in any implemented solver, by simply initialising all vector entries 
to be positive. We may, for example, initialise such that = 1). 
Conditions LM2 and £A^3 demand respectively that delay and update intervals be bounded. 
Whilst we might argue that our adhering to these bounds would ordinarily be easy to ensure 
over parallel computing systems, this is not the case over distributed computing systems. 
Parallel computing systems are designed with a view toward optimising joint computation 
and in such systems inter-processor communication is fast and rehable. Distributed comput-
ing systems, by contrast, are those for which system architecture is dictated by considerations 
that are not tied to the expected computational tasks. There is typically little, if any, central 
co-ordination or control. Inter-processor communication is often also slow and unreliable. 
We write in the above paragraph, "ordinarily", because exceptions clearly happen—for ex-
ample, communication bottlenecks or temporary processor malfunction. To protect against 
exceptions, and to ensure delay and update bound adherence, we would need to implement 
defensive mechanisms within parallel solvers. These mechanisms would cause the system to 
^Lubachevsky and Mitra were principally concerned in [33] with one-step probability transition matrices. 
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freeze when there are exceptions, for the duration of the exceptions, so that delay and/or 
update bounds are not exceeded.^ These defensive mechanisms become more and more 
important as the size of the parallel architecture grows. This is because, statistically, the 
likelihood of failure increases as the size of the computing system increases. 
Of course, we may wonder: why could one not implement these types of defensive mecha-
nisms into distributed solvers—thereby ensuring bound adherence and, consequently, solu-
tion convergence? The reason is that implementing such mechanisms would not so much 
ensure solution convergence in light of system exceptions as ensure solution convergence in 
light of normal system functioning. The defensive mechanisms would cause profuse and of-
ten protracted freezing. The mechanisms would, in effect, introduce a great many sporadic 
synchronisation penalties. 
The last of Lubachevsky and Mitra's conditions is £J\44. This condition demands that we 
use only the current value of a particular vector entry when we are updating to generate 
the subsequent value of this entry (Vs(d(s,T, i) = 0)). This is easily achieved in set-ups 
within which processors have access to the most current values of the entries which they are 
updating. However, matters become more difficult when there is system overlap—that is, 
where multiple processors are responsible for updating the same vector entries. Consider, 
for example, the possibility of large distributed systems employing overlap as a defensive 
mechanism against node (processor) failure. As pointed out by Lubachevsky and Mitra 
in [33]: "It is correct to say that the effective restriction implied by [£7W4] is that the 
coordinate with index i is assigned to only one processor." 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter we considered the state-of-the-art approach to solving dominant eigenvector 
problems (with 1 as the corresponding dominant eigenvalue) using asynchronous iterations. 
This method requires the co-efficient matrix of the problem to be real and non-negative. 
It also imposes several restrictions on how we may generate iteration sequences—thereby 
preventing the possibility of our generating non-convergent sequences. The most notable of 
these new restrictions are the fixed upper bounds which are placed on both the delay and the 
update functions. In the literature this type of restricted asynchronous approach is referred 
to as being partially asynchronous. 
^Iteration steps, if we recall, are not tied to wall time. 
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Chapter 5 
Totally Asynchronous Iterative 
Solution for Dominant Eigenvectors 
5.1 Introduction 
Consider the following dominant eigenvector problem—which may be thought of as the 
fixed-point formulation of a homogeneous, singular linear system: 
( ° 1 3 0 \ 
X = 0 2 3 1 
u 0 0 / 
X (5 .1) 
Consider also the following fixed-point problem—which may be thought of as the fixed-point 
formulation of an inhomogeneous, non-singular linear system: 
( ° 0 0 \ ( ' A 
X = 0 0 1 F + 2 3 (6 .2) 
u 0 0 J \ ° ) 
Interestingly the solution vector of the second problem is also a solution vector of the first 
problem. Furthermore, the second problem is immediately soluble by asynchronous iterations 
as its coefficient matrix satisfies the Chazan-Miranker spectral radius requirement. 
In this chapter we will look to determine whether there is a practically achievable way to 
map problems of the first type to problems of the second type in general. 
It is worth noting: if we can find a method of mapping these problems, then the implications 
potentially transcend asynchronous iterative solution. 
For example, in the inhomogeneous problem above, the solution is trivial to calculate 
because—unlike in the homogeneous problem—we do not have interdependence between 
vertices. Calculation proceeds as follows: 
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i. ^ I 
ii. X3 = .Tl = i 
iii. 3:3 — % 4- § = 1 
In addition, the coefficient matrix of the inhomogeneous problem has two more zeros, so 
each iteration of any traditional iterative method would be expected to comprise two fewer 
multiplication operations. 
So, in a sense, the inhomogeneous problem we have presented here is a simpler problem than 
its homogeneous counterpart. 
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2 we present a first attempt at providing a 
suitable mapping schema. We use examples to illustrate the shortcomings of this attempt. 
In Section 5.3 we set out the key theoretical contribution of the chapter. We provide a 
general mapping schema, and prove its applicability. We provide two examples to show how 
this mapping schema might be used. We also consider the implications of the schema. 
5.2 One Dense Row 
In this section we make our first attempt at mapping fixed-point formulations of singular, 
homogeneous systems to fixed-point formulations of inhomogeneous, non-singular systems, 
where the latter have the same solution vectors as the former and they satisfy the spectral 
radius requirement—namely that the defining coefficient matrices of the latter fixed-point 
problems have modulus equivalents with spectral radius strictly less than 1. 
Our investigation may be thought of as tripartite: 
i. Is there a general methodology for reformulating x = M x to give x = M x -|- v] 
ii. If so, does a reformulation exists such that p(|M|) < 1; 
iii. Further, in practice can we quickly and easily find such a reformulation? 
5.2.1 Mapping Schema 
Let w G C" be some vector. As a first attempt, let us define V to be the nxn matrix which 
has as each of its columns the vector v. That is to say. 
V := 
/ Vi . . . i;i ^ 
(5.3) 
V n. 
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Then, ( E i i ^ 
v f = : 
\ ^i=i J 
assuming = 1* And so, 
\ Si=l j 
f Vi\ 
= V. 
X — M x 
= (M — V)x + Vx - supposing (M — V) is invertible 
= ( M - V ) f + ?T. 
Accordingly, if we let 
M := ( M - V ) , 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
then this gives us a potential reformulation, a reformulation which depends solely on our 
choice of vector v. 
5.2.2 Finding a Suitable Vector 
The task now is to discern whether a practically discoverable vector v exists which ensures 
a spectral radius that is strictly less than one. 
To illustrate what we mean by practically discoverable, consider an example where M hap-
pens to be a positive column stochastic matrix. Now let us choose t/ > 0 to be a scalar 
multiple of x such that all entries of v are less than any entries in M. Then, we know that 
p(|M — V|) < | |M — V|| i < 1.^  So, in rather contrived fashion, we have found a vector 
V which gives us the right spectral radius property But, as if is a scalar multiple of the 
solution vector we are aiming for, we are here, in effect, raising ourselves by our own boot 
laces. 
Moving away from this example, let us suppose that complex matrix M has one completely 
positive row, k.^ Let us suppose further that the modulus equivalent of this matrix, namely 
|M|, is column stochastic. 
If we now employ the same inequality that we used above, namely: 
p{\M\) < max {V (5.7) 
Then it suffices to choose v such that 
Vi := 
minj{Mkj} iii = k 
0 if i ^ k (5.8) 
^Although, as we will see later this condition can be relaxed. 
^This norm bound is, for example, given as Corollary 4.6 in [2]. 
^We may extend this to a completely dense row where all the real components are of the same sign or 
where all the imaginary components are of the same sign. 
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in which case 
M A X { ^ \Mij\} < 1 . ( 5 . 9 ) 
^ i 
This choice of vector v, which is easily made, satisfies the spectral radius requirement. 
Let us now consider complex matrices M which do not comprise completely positive rows. 
We illustrate this by way of example. 
Firstly, let us consider the matrix 
M := 
/O I n 
i n i 
2 I 0 
V 
(5.10) 
0 / 
This matrix does not have a wholly positive row. Of course, by employing the second 
preprocessing step of the previous chapter, which enables us to find a matrix with the same 
solution vector and with non-zero entries along the diagonal, we can generate a completely 
positive row. 
Let us, however, not make use of this preprocessing step. Instead, let us define vector v as 
follows: 
/ i \ 
V (5.11) 
\ 2 / 
The corresponding matrix is 
M := 0 
0 
0 
0 
for which 
1 
m a x { ^ | M y | } - ^ < 1. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
So, rather interestingly, despite there being no strictly positive row, a simple v assignment 
did satisfy the required spectral radius condition. This v was relatively easy to determine, 
by inspection, given the distribution of entries across the matrix. 
Let us now consider another example matrix: 
M := 
(° 1 0 0 ^ 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
^ 1 0 0 o y 
(5 .14) 
In this case, unfortunately, it is difficult to see how we might guess at a suitable vector v. 
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One possible route to finding an appropriate v is based on Lemma 4.12 in [2], The idea is 
to preprocess the coefficient matrix such that after this processing the resultant matrix has 
a positive row. 
This is indeed possible. 
First we note: we may replace any row in M with the corresponding row in M"^, when 
m > 0. This is to say, for any K C {1, 2 , . . . n} and m > 1, vector x is also unique steady-
state distribution for M G defined by 
VilK ( " 5 ) 
Now, if M is non-negative and irreducible, and if the diagonal entry preprocessing step of 
the previous chapter has been employed, then when m > n — 1, it follows that the replaced 
K rows in M are completely positive. 
An obvious concern here, quite clearly, is the computational cost associated with constructing 
these K rows. It is clearly possible that in many examples, to generate a single positive row, 
we do not require an m anywhere near as large as n—1. But, even when this is true, generating 
such a positive row will need to be done synchronously. So a synchronous preprocessing step 
is required to enable an asynchronous method to be employed. 
5.3 Matrix—Vector Splitting 
In this section we seek to avoid the difficulties of the previous section. We present our main 
theoretical result. This comprises a set of theorems which give us a mapping schema and a 
means of finding suitable mappings in practice. This allow us to easily map any singular, 
homogeneous complex system with unique (up to scalar multiples) solution to a non-singular, 
inhomogeneous system, where this has the same solution and it satisfies the spectral radius 
condition of Chazan and Mir anker. 
5.3.1 M a p p i n g Schema 
To begin, let us define a particular matrix, E {K Q {1,2,, n}): 
(5.ie) 
where v E C^. 
In other words, matrix has vector v as its columns when the column indices are in set 
K and the matrix has zero vectors as columns elsewhere. 
This matrix, , is shown in the following theorem to form the basis of a possible mapping 
schema: 
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X = ( M - + £ (5.17) 
T h e o r e m 7 Suppose that 1 is not an eigenvalue of — for some M G v and 
K. 
Then, we have the following: If 1 is an eigenvalue o / M , then it is a simple eigenvalue o / M 
and there is a corresponding right eigenvector % o / M which is the unique fixed-point of 
X = { M - \ ^ ^ ^ ) x ^ v . (5.18) 
Proof : Suppose y = My. Then, 
%/:= (]kl -- t (]>[; %&)?;. (5.19) 
keK 
The last equality holds because 
\ ^keK Vk 7 
%&)?;. (5j!0) 
keK 
Now, by supposition 1 is not an eigenvalue of (M — V^^)). 
This implies that 
(&21) 
keK 
Also, for all a ^ 0, we have the following: 
z ( M - V ( ^ ) ) z + a%r 
< = ) > z - a ( I - ( M - V ( ^ ) ) ) - y (5.22) 
This is true because, as 1 is not an eigenvalue of (M — V^^)), we have that 
(I — (M — V^^^)) is invertible (5.23) 
Accordingly, the fixed-point x of 
z = ( M - V ( ^ ) ) z + i; (5.24) 
is a scalar multiple of y, and thus f is a right eigenvector of M which corresponds to 
eigenvalue 1. Further, given non-singularity, x is the unique fixed-point, and so 1 is a simple 
eigenvalue of M. • 
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5.3.2 F inding Sui table v, K 
Before stating and proving the following Corollary, which informs us about which v, K pro-
vide suitable mappings (the main result of this chapter), we put forward a Lemma. We 
appeal to this Lemma in the proof of the Corollary. The Lemma enables us to say something 
about the solution vector, if such a solution vector exists. 
L e m m a 8 Let M E Suppose we may choose v,K, such that 1 is not an eigenvalue 
of (M — and K comprises just a single element k from ( 1 , . . . n}. 
Then, we have the following: If 1 is an eigenvalue of M , then the unique (up to scalar 
multiples) corresponding right eigenvector x of M. has a non-zero entry 
Proof : We proceed as in the proof above. The result follows from Equation 5.21. • 
We now present the main result of this chapter. The Corollary we present here provides a 
framework by which we can choose v, K. 
Corol lary 9 Let the following hold. 
{M.V1) Matrix |M| is irreducible. 
(vWi;2) X | M | ) = 1. 
(A4V3) V, K are chosen such that (M — has some zero entries and it is possible 
to replace some of these zero entries in {M — with 5 > 0 to form a matrix 
(M — with irreducible modulus equivalent where p( |(M — |) < 1. 
Then, we know the following to be true. 
(CI ) X | M - V ( ^ ) | ) < 1; 
(C2) If 1 is an eigenvalue of M, then it is a simple eigenvalue of M and there is a corre-
sponding right eigenvector x o / M , with no zero entries, which is the unique fixed-point 
of: 
z = ( M - V ( ^ ) ) f + t;. (5.25) 
Proof : 
( C I ) Suppose there is such a 5. Then |(M — y(^))('^)| is irreducible and also p(|(M — 
y W ) M | ) < 1. If we now let 6 tend to zero then we may bound p{\{M — y(^))('^)|) 
strictly away from 1, by the Perron-Probenius Theorem. By continuity of spectral ra-
dius with respect to matrix entries [32]—in particular, continuity when entries become 
zero and irreducibility is potentially compromised—we have: 
X I ( M - y ( ^ ) ) | ) < l . (5.26) 
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(C2) Firstly, by the preceding, we know that: 
p ( | M - V ( ^ ) | ) < l . (5.27) 
We also know from [5] that: 
VN e C " ( p ( | N | ) > p(N)) (5.28) 
So, as required in equation 5.21, 1 is not an eigenvalue of (M —V^-^)). This means that 
we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7. All that remains is to show that if 1 is 
an eigenvalue of M, then all the entries of the unique corresponding right eigenvector 
have non-zero entries. This follows from Lemma 8 by the following. We may choose 
V, K such that has just a single non-zero entry and this non-zero entry equals the 
corresponding non-zero entry in M. As M is irreducible, K may be chosen from any 
one of the indices from {1 , . . . , n}. The result follows. • 
5.3.3 Example Mappings 
Whilst remarkably powerful, the Corollary above, with MVS, is not immediately compu-
tationally useful. To illustrate the possibilities it presents, let us consider one of several 
possible stronger versions of the condition MVi'. v and K are chosen such that: 
ii. 3 i , i (0 < |My - l| < |My|). 
This more clearly illustrates what can be done. 
Let us choose v, K such that comprises just a single non-zero entry and this non-zero 
entry equals the corresponding non-zero entry in M (of which there is clearly one). This 
satisfies our AiVS'. It allows us, in effect, to "zero" any entry of our choice in the coefficient 
matrix of the problem which we are tackling. 
Let us choose v such that each entry in the vector is equal to the corresponding entry in the 
first column of matrix M. This satisfies our MVi'. Similarly to the first choice of v, K, this 
particular choice allows us "zero" any column of our choice in the coefficient matrix of the 
problem which we are tackling. 
5.3.4 Fu r the r Implicat ions of Matrix—Vector Spli t t ing 
The theorems presented in this chapter are significant for at least three reasons—beyond, of 
course, that they open the door to totally asynchronous iterative solution, as required. 
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Unique Solution for Complex Matrices 
By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, we know that if M is real and non-negative then there 
is necessarily a unique (up to scalar multiples) dominant eigenvector x and this eigenvector 
comprises only positive entries. Corollary 9 does not necessitate that there is a solution 
vector X, if M is comprised of negative entries or has entries with imaginary parts. Consider 
for example, 
( - i ) 
This matrix has no eigenvalue 1, so no corresponding dominant eigenvector x. What Corol-
lary 9 does tell us is that if there is an x when M has negative entries, e.g. 
1 _ i \ 
2 2 (5.30) 
2 2 / 
or entries with imaginary parts, then this eigenvector x is unique (up to scalar multiples). 
Further, the vector comprises only non-zero entries, and it can be derived using Corollary 9. 
Minimising Spectral Radius 
It is well-known that for Equation (7), the smaller p( |M — the faster we may expect 
solution convergence [2]. Building on Corollary 9, a worthwhile future research endeavour 
would be to investigate strategies for choosing K, v so as to minimise p( |M — 
Optimal Sparsity Patterns 
With a view toward accelerating iterative linear system solution methods, much effort is 
currently being expended investigating graph and hypergraph partitioning strategies for 
matrices over several processes [38]. These strategies aim to balance computation work-load 
appropriately over the processes and to minimise inter-process communication. By suitably 
choosing K,v as permitted by MV3, we may maximise the sparsity p(|M — V(^)|), and, in 
conjunction with (or instead of) graph/hypergraph partitioning strategies we may optimise 
process work-load and minimise inter-process communication. Quite how best to choose K, v 
for these ends is as yet unknown. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter we presented a first attempt at mapping homogeneous, singular systems 
to in homogeneous, non-singular systems, which have the same solution and which satisfy 
the Chazan-Miranker spectral radius requirement. This attempt was shown to be success-
ful when the coefficient matrix has at least one dense row in which all real components 
are of the same sign or all imaginary components are of the same sign. A preprocessing 
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step was suggested for ensuring one positive row when the co-efficient matrix is non-zero. 
This preprocessing step, however, is necessarily a synchronous iterative step, and it may be 
computationally expensive. 
We then presented the approach of matrix-vector splitting. We showed that this approach 
may be applied to any complex problem where the modulus equivalent of its coefficient matrix 
is irreducible.^ We presented two examples of how this approach might be used. We also 
considered the implications of matrix-vector splitting. First and foremost, it opens the door 
to asynchronous iterative solution, employing the full class of Chazan-Miranker sequences. 
It also provides a complex extension of sorts to the Perron-Probenius theorem. The theorem 
informs us that if M comprises negative entries or entries with imaginary parts, and if there 
is some suitable corresponding dominant eigenvector x, then this eigenvector x is necessarily 
unique (up to scalar multiples). Thirdly, the theorem potentially gives us accelerated solution 
using traditional techniques—by way of improved sparsity patterns and/or reduced spectral 
radius for the principal matrix. 
the spectral radius of the modulus equivalent is not 1, then we may divide the matrix entries by the 
spectral radius of the modulus equivalent. 
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Chapter 6 
Application: Solving for State-Based 
Performance Metrics 
6.1 Introduction 
Extracting performance measures from performance models is a computationally intensive 
process. Typically a performance model will consist of a large Markov chain in excess of 10® 
states, and producing even a simple steady-state vector for a utilisation metric will require 
large amounts of computing resources. 
Service-level agreements and quality of service metrics, for example that, 93% of all file 
chunk downloads in a peer-to-peer network should be completed within 20 seconds, require 
first passage-time measures on Markov chains. Passage-time calculations are an order of 
magnitude more difficult again. If a more expressive performance model is deployed in the 
form of a semi-Markov chain, then this too adds another order of magnitude to the difficulty 
of the problem. 
One potential approach is to devise solution algorithms which allow calculation to be di-
vided efficiently over multiple processors, perhaps over a homogeneous cluster or even over 
a heterogeneous computation environment. Traditionally such algorithms for performance 
analysis have been parallel algorithms, in which iterative updates to vector entries happen 
synchronously. These algorithms can have significant synchronisation overheads and thus 
suffer from poor scalability, particularly over heterogeneous environments where differing 
interconnect networks and processor speeds create bottlenecks. 
In this chapter, we show that distributed asynchronous solution algorithms for performance 
analysis problems are possible, where each computational node can perform calculation it-
erations without having to synchronise frequently with other nodes and thus create commu-
nication bottlenecks. We show that steady-state, transient and passage-time performance 
measures for a variety of performance models can be reformulated as linear fixed-point prob-
lems of the form M x -\-h = x. These fixed-point problems are further shown to be amenable 
to asynchronous iterative solution, which allows them to be distributed across massively 
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distributed heterogeneous clusters. In order to apply asynchronous iterative theory without 
restriction, we show that the performance measures generating the fixed-point equations 
satisfy the condition that |M| has a spectral radius of strictly less than one. Of particu-
lar interest are passage-time and transient analysis problems, some of which are shown to 
require a further pre-processing step. We also introduce here three particular variants of 
asynchronous iterative solution algorithm. 
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.2 we introduce Markov chain and semi-
Markov chain definitions and we show how steady-state analysis for these can be expressed 
in the form of the familiar DTMC steady-state problem. In so doing, we are able to appeal 
immediately to the matrix-vector theorems of chapter 5. This gives us a pre-processing 
step by which we may employ totally asynchronous solution algorithms. In Section 6.3, we 
show how transient and passage-time analysis can be reduced to fixed-point problems of 
the appropriate form. We show that this reduction may require aggregation of states. In 
Section 6.4, we introduce three particular asynchronous solution algorithms. With a view 
to better understanding their scaling potential, we construct an analytical model and we 
compare this with a model of a parallel Jacob! algorithm. We also present a set of empirical 
test results to compare. A variety of FMS (Flexible Manufacturing System) models are used 
to compare execution and communication overheads for all three asynchronous iterative 
algorithms relative to a parallel Jacobi algorithm. As an aside, in Section 6.A, we consider 
the impact of floating-point roundoff error, specifically, resulting from addition operations 
when multiplying large matrices with vectors. We introduce an algorithmic approach for 
potentially reducing this error. 
6.2 C T M C and S M P Steady-State Problems 
In this section, we introduce continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) and semi-Markov 
processes. We then show that steady-state analysis of CTMCs and SMPs can be expressed 
as the familiar DTMC eigenvector problem: 
X = Mx, 
where M 6 is a column-stochastic square matrix. 
This allows us to use matrix-vector sphtting as given in Corollary 9 to find a consistent 
fixed-point equation (one with the same unique solution) to which we may apply totally 
asynchronous solution algorithms. 
6.2.1 Semi-Markov Processes 
Consider a Markov renewal process {(X„,T„) : n > 0} where T„ is the time of the nth 
transition (Tq = 0) and G 5 is the state just after the nth transition. Let the kernel of 
this process be: 
R(n, i, j, t) = P(X„+i = j, Tn+i -Tn<t \ Xn = i) (6.1) 
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for i,j G S. The continuous time semi-Markov process (SMP), {Z{t),t > 0}, defined by the 
kernel R, is related to the Markov renewal process by: 
== (6X2) 
where N{t) = max{n : Tn < t}, i.e. the number of state transitions that have taken place 
by time t. Thus Z{t) represents the state of the system at time t. 
In an SMP the kernel, R(n,i,j,t), is independent of the transition number, n: 
R{i, j, t) = P(%r,+1 = j, Tn+l -Tn<t\ Xn = i) M > 0 
= PijHij{t) (6.3) 
where Pij = P(X„_,_i = j \ Xn = i) is the one-step state transition probability between states 
i and j and = P(T„+i — < t | = j , = = %), is the sojourn time distribution 
in state i when the next state is j. 
6.2.2 Cont inuous-Time Markov Chains 
We can manipulate any CTMC into a stochastically equivalent semi-Markov process since 
SMPs are a superset of CTMCs. Consider a Markov process {X^ : n > 0} where X'^ E S 
is the state just after the nth transition. It is usual to represent a CTMC with a generator 
matrix, A, and elements aij representing the transition rate from state i to state j. 
An equivalent SMP can be produced from this generator matrix A by setting the kernel of 
the SMP, R{i,j,t), appropriately: 
(6.4) 
where an = — ^ a^j is the value of the «th leading diagonal element in the matrix, A. 
By translating a CTMC into a semi-Markov process in this fashion, we can also get results 
for steady-state, transient and passage-time analysis for CTMCs that are achievable using 
SMPs. 
6.2.3 S teady-S ta te Solution of Semi-Markov Processes 
For an SMP with state space S and kernel R{i,j,t) = pijHij{t), the pij values constitute 
an embedded DTMC with transition matrix P. The steady-state solution of this DTMC is 
given by the vector if and is obtained by solving the standard fixed-point problem = n. 
The remaining calculation shown below, for the steady-state vector of an SMP involves 
individual calculations of mean sojourn times in given states, hi. This is computationally 
straight-forward compared to the calculation of the vector, t t . 
The SMP has steady state probability distribution vector, q where: 
Qi ~ 
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Here, hi is the mean sojourn time of being in state i, given by; 
rco 
hi = thi{t)dt 
Jo 
where 
6.2.4 S teady-S ta te Solution of C T M C s 
A CTMC with generator matrix A has steady-state vector q, as given by a unique solution 
to the equation qA = 0.^  If we treat a CTMC with generator matrix A as a special case of 
an SMP as in Section 6.2.2, then we can relate the steady-state solution of a CTMC with 
the steady state solution of the SMP: 
hi{t) = '^R'{i,j,t) = ^ =-Oije""* 
which in turn gives us the mean sojourn time for state i: 
hi = 
Finally, we get q: 
'^ij ^ii 
Qi — 
^jes 
TT is calculated as before from the embedded DTMC, P, of the SMP. Here the elements of 
P; Pij ~ O-ij/o-ii-
Thus for steady-state solution of a CTMC also, we have shown that the principle calculation 
involves the solution of the fixed-point problem f P = t t . 
6.2.5 Pre -Process ing t h r o u g h Matrix—Vector SpHtting 
Having expressed the steady-state analysis of a CTMC or SMP as an eigenvector problem, 
f P = where P i s a row-stochastic real matrix, we may employ any pre-processing schema 
defined by our choice of v, K which meets the requirements set out in Corollary 9. This will 
result in a linear fixed-point problem, 
f (P - -v = x 
where p(|P — < 1 and f . Given a spectral radius of less than one, we may 
freely apply asynchronous algorithms to solve for x. 
^It is perfectly possible to turn the CTMC steady-state equation directly into a fixed-point problem, but 
the resulting formulation turns out to be the same as if we had treated the CTMC as an SMP. 
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6.3 Passage Times and Transient Analysis in CTMCs 
and S M P s 
In this section we show that passage-time and transient analysis of continuous-time Markov 
chains and semi-Markov chains can be expressed as the more general fixed-point problem: 
X = Mx -f- b 
where M G complex square matrix and 6 6 C" is a complex column vector. 
We then show that these performance-based constructions are amenable to asynchronous 
iterative solution techniques. 
6.3.1 Fi rs t Passage Times in Semi-Markov Processes 
Consider a finite, irreducible, continuous-time semi-Markov process with N states. Recalling 
that Z{t) denotes the state of the SMP at time t {t >0), the first passage time from a source 
state i at time t into a non-empty set of target states j is: 
Pjj(t) = inf{u > 0 : Z{t + u) E j , N{t + u) > N{t) | Z{t) = i} (6.5) 
For a stationary time-homogeneous SMP, -Pjj(t) is independent of t and we have: 
Pjj = inf{M > 0 : Z{u) E j , N{u) > 0 | Z(0) = i) (6.6) 
This formulation of the random variable P-j applies to an SMP with no immediate (that is, 
zero-time) transitions. If zero-time transitions are permitted in the model then the passage 
time can be stated as: 
P.j = inf{u > 0 : N{u) > M-j} (6.7) 
where M-j = min{m G : Xm ^ j \ Xq = i} is the transition marking the terminating 
state of the passage. 
P^j has an associated probability density function /jj(i) such that the passage time quantile 
is given as: 
]P((i < < (2) = / (6.8) 
Jt-i 
In general, the Laplace transform of /-j, i j j ( s ) , can be computed by solving a set of N linear 
equations: 
^ : for 1 < z < N (6.9) 
k^j k€j 
•- •' ^ •' 
(*) (t) 
where r^(a) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of R{i,k,t) from Section 6.2.1 and is 
defined by: 
poo 
4(4 - / e-"dR(i,k,t) (6.10) 
Jo 
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The move into Laplace space to calculate the passage-time quantity makes use of the pleasant 
properties of the Laplace transform under convolution. Equation (6.9) essentially creates a 
recursive definition for I/.j(s) where the passage from i to j can be accomplished in (*) 
by progressing one transition to an intermediate state k ^ j with distribution r*;,(s) and 
convolving that with the passage from k to j, Alternatively, in (f) the passage takes 
the transition from i directly to the target set j , if such a transition exists, r*^{s) where 
A; E 
Equation (6.9) has an immediately derivable matrix-vector form of: 
Lj(s) = U'Lj(s) + bj (6.11) 
where fy(s) = . . . , ^ - -, Z t e j aJid: 
~ (6 .12) 
where = 1 if % is true and 0 otherwise. 
Since semi-Markov passage-time equation Equation (6.11) is in the standard fixed-point 
form, X = IJ'x + b, no further rearrangement is required. It is shown in subsection 6.3.5 that 
the principal matrix, U', satisfies the spectral radius requirement necessary for asynchronous 
solution, in all but two specific cases. In one of those cases, the passage-time can be stated 
without calculation; in the other case, a simple passage-time preserving aggregation can be 
applied to the semi-Markov process to recover the original spectral radius condition. 
6.3.2 Transient Analysis of Semi-Markov Processes 
We look at a related problem of finding the transient probability distribution in a semi-
Markov chain. From [39], we obtained the following equation for the transient probability, 
7r.j((), of being in a state in j at time t having started from a state i and time 0. 
represents the Laplace transform of 7r.j(t) below: 
N 
(6.13) 
fc=l 
The Laplace transform of the reliability function F*{s) = ^(1 — h*{s)), where similarly h*{s) 
represents the Laplace transform of the state sojourn distribution hi{t). 
In matrix-vector form, when j = {1,3}, for example, Equation (6.13) becomes: 
( 1 11 (a) 
"^21 (^) 
-'^31 
22 » 
32 (5) 
—r 2N 
r* 
» (a) 
1 — r 
0 
V 0 ) 
(6.14) 
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Thus extracting a matrix-vector form we get: 
'Kj = R7fj + f j (6.15) 
where ^ i (g ) , . . . , and 
As before Equation (6.15) is a fixed-point problem of the sort x = Rx -|- b that can be 
tackled by asynchronous iterations, this time if the matrix p(|R|) < 1. We consider this in 
subsection 6.3.5. 
6.3.3 Fi rs t Passage Times and Transient Analysis in C T M C s 
As with steady-state analysis, the technique here is to translate the CTMC to an SMP and 
apply the passage-time or transient procedure for an SMP. The standard way to perform 
passage-time analysis on a CTMC is to modify the transition matrix so that the target states 
of the passage are absorbing and perform uniformisation [40, 41, 42] on the resulting chain. 
While transient analysis of CTMCs relies directly on the uniformisation technique without 
modification. However, the uniformisation technique is not amenable to being transformed 
into a fixed-point problem and thus we are forced to use the SMP conversion route again. 
Prom Section 6.2.2, a CTMC with generator matrix A once transformed into an SMP has 
a » | > 0 
r* (s) entries: 
3 — ^% 1 0 :o» = 0 (6.16) 
= + : f o r l < > < W (6.17) 
We can now rewrite the passage time formula from Equation (6.9) as: 
k^j k£j 
This too is a fixed-point problem of the sort x = U'x -f b. 
A similar argument can be made for performing transient analysis on CTMCs. We specialise 
Equation (6.13) to the case where the semi-Markov process represents a CTMC as above to 
get an expression for the transient distribution of the CTMC: 
7r*r(s) = ———(- ———7r*r(s) : for 1 < i < N (6.18) 
k=l 
Again, this is a fixed-point problem of the sort x — Rx + c. 
6.3.4 Solut ion of Passage-Time and Transient P rob lems 
We have produced fixed-point equations of the form x = U'x -f- fe or x = Rx -|- c, for a 
passage-time analysis or transient analysis respectively. From here we will generate and 
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solve approximately 30 x m such equations, where m is the number of time points in the 
inversion: each equation represents a distinct s-value. These s-values are chosen deliberately 
to match the requirements of the Laplace inversion algorithm e.g. Laguerre [43], Euler [44], 
so that a time-based inversion of the resulting passage-time or transient distribution can 
be produced. Further details of this numerical inversion approach to solving passage-time 
equations can be found in [45]. 
6.3.5 Asynchronous I te ra t ive Solution of Passage-Time and Tran-
sient Analysis P rob lems 
In this subsection we show that the spectral radius requirement may be satisfied, so asyn-
chronous iterations may be employed to solve passage-time and transient analysis problems. 
Before doing so, however we put forward a lemma. We will appeal to this lemma in the 
proof of the subsquent theorem. 
Lemma 10 If Re{s) > 0, |^|j(s)| = 1 if and only if h{t) = 5{t). 
Proof: 
Assume; 
)e dt — 1 for some s 
where: 
fOO 
Jo 
poo 
/ hij{t) dt = 1 and hij{t) > 0 for alH > 0 
Jo 
Subtracting the two integrals, gives: 
poo 
/ hij{t){l — e"® )^ dt = 0 (6.19) 
'0 
This can be true if s = 0, but restricting ourselves to Re{s) > 0, implies that 
Re{l — e~^^) > 0 for all t > 0. Given that hij{t) > 0 for t > 0, Equation (6.19) can 
only evaluate to 0 if hij{t) = 0 for all t > 0. If hij{t) is to be a valid probability 
density function and satisfy hij (t) dt = 1 also then the only candidate for 
hij {t) is the Dirac delta function. • 
Let us now recall from our passage time derivations of Equations (6.9) and (6.17) that we 
have a fixed-point problem of the sort: 
3 - U ' ^ + o (6.20) 
Let us recall also from our transient probability derivation of Equations (6.13) that we have 
a fixed-point problem of the sort: 
x = Ilx + b (6.21) 
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These equations are solvable by the method of asynchronous iterations as given by Theorem 4 
if, respectively, p(|U'|) < 1 and p(|R|) < 1. 
We will show that the first inequality holds, by way of the following proposition. We may 
show that the second inequality holds in analogous fashion—the proof of the following propo-
sition makes no appeal to the difference between U' and R, namely the replacement of some 
entries with 0. 
P ropos i t i on 11 p(|U'|) < 1 unless either of the following are true: 
i. All the transitions in the SMP are immediate; or 
ii. There is an absorbing strongly-connected subcomponent of the state space, which com-
prises states all of which have immediate transitions (hij = 1 for all i, j in the subcom-
ponent). 
Proof : 
From [2], we know that p(|U'|) < 1 if we can construct a matrix M from U' by 
replacing some of the zeros in U' with nonzeros, where the newly constructed M 
satisfies all three of the following: 
{vri) ||M||oo < 1 
( P T 2 ) |Mk;| < 1 
{VT3) M is irreducible 
If this matrix can be constructed^ then by reasoning similarly to the proof of 
Corollary 9, we know that 
p(|U'|) < p(|M|) < 1 
The entries of U' consist of r* (s) or 0 as defined by Equation (6.12). Now 
r* (s) = pijh*j{s) where 0 < Pij < 1 is a probability. From [46, Lemma 1], we 
know that \h*j{s)\ < 1 for all i,j. Therefore: 
If we have a situation where ^ . |U-^ | < 1, then we can generate a complete 
dense row M, such that ^ |Mjj| < l a s per the requirement for constructing 
M. 
We know from Lemma 10 that for Re{s) > 0, |/i*j(s)| = 1 if and only if 
h{t) — S{t), a Dirac delta function at 0, i.e. only if the transition from i to j is 
immediate. 
With this result, we can say that for some i, jU-^l = 1 if and only if all of 
the out-transitions from state i are immediate. 
With this information, we can state that the only two cases where we cannot 
construct such a matrix M are as stated in the proposition. • 
^Note that we only require that it is possible to construct such a matrix M . We do not require such a 
matrix to have any meaning in the original context of an SMP or CTMC. 
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Clearly, if all the transitions in the SMP are immediate, then all passage times are 0 without 
calculation. So, the first exceptional case has a trivial associated result. 
Let us now consider the second expectional case. This case has two subcases: the subcase 
where the subcomponent contains one or more target states for the passage, and the subcase 
where it does not. Whichever is true, we can aggregate the irreducible absorbing subcom-
ponent of the SMP into a single state with no out-edges, but maintaining all the previous 
in-edges to any state of the subcomponent. 
If none of the target states was in the absorbing subcomponent, the passage time will be 
unaffected. If one or more of the target states for the passage was in the subcomponent, 
the passage time is also unchanged since the additional time from the boundary of the 
subcomponent to any of the target states is by definition zero. 
Once this aggregation has been carried out, M can be notionally generated albeit for an ag-
gregated, but passage-time preserving, system, and the result p(|U'|) < 1 has been achieved. 
Thus showing that asynchronous iterations can be applied to passage-time calculations in 
SMPs and CTMCs. 
6.4 Evaluation of Three Types of Asynchronous Algo-
rithm 
In this section we present three particular types of totally asynchronous algorithm. We 
present an analytical investigation into the performance of the first of these algorithms rela-
tive to a Jacobi algorithm, when solving for steady-state vectors. We then present empirical 
test results concerning the performance of the three asynchronous algorithms relative to a 
Jacobi algorithm when solving for the steady-state vectors of flexible-manufacturing-system 
models. 
Details of the empirical testing framework are as follows. The algorithms are implemented 
in C-H- using the MPI2 asynchronous communication framework. Algorithm comparison is 
made in terms of the number of updates, the number of messages sent, and wall time before 
algorithm termination. The results we present were produced across two Linux clusters. The 
luna cluster has 8 homogeneous dual-processor nodes with Infiniband interconnect running 
at 2Gbs~^ The vertex cluster has 64 heterogeneous dual-core nodes with standard iGbs"^ 
ethernet backbone. A simple matrix-vector splitting from Corollary 9 was used throughout 
the testing. Given a transition matrix M, we set v to be equal to the first column of M, 
i.e. := Mil) and we set K to be the first column, i.e. K = {!}. The initial vectors 
used in the testing were randomly generated, with the same initial vectors being used when 
comparing algorithms. 
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6.4.1 T h r e e Algor i thms 
We have shown earher in this thesis that the full breadth of Chazan and Mir anker's class 
of asynchronous iterations may be used to solve for dominant eigenvectors. This opens the 
door to a great many different possible solution algorithms.^ 
In Figure 6.1 we introduce three particular solution algorithms—the third actually being a 
spectrum of particular algorithms. The three algorithms differ with respect to the frequency 
with which messages are sent. 
Clearly different Asynchronous Variable Threshold algorithms may be generated by varying 
the threshold value given by iteration N, in Figure 6.1. 
For these algorithms to adhere to the Chazan-Miranker definition, we require that each and 
every vector entry is continuously updated, and we require also that newer information is 
used to update each of the vector entries—by which we mean that the information used in 
the update of any of these vector entries is not bounded above by some time step. 
The Asynchronous Eager and Variable Threshold algorithms clearly satisfy these conditions. 
The Asynchronous Reluctant may be shown to converge locally, and thereby it follows easily 
that the conditions are also satisfied. 
Local convergence of the Asynchronous Reluctant algorithm may be shown to follow from the 
Perron-Frobenious theorem together with the continuity of spectral radius using a similar 
argument to the proof of Corollary 9. 
6.4.2 Analyt ical Compar i son 
In this subsection we look to compare Jacobi and Asynchronous Eager solvers analytically, 
when these solvers are employed to solve for steady-state vectors. 
We first compare upper bounds on the time taken by the different solvers to solve a problem 
of a given size and with a given partitioning across processing elements. We then consider the 
impact on comparative performance as the problem size and number of processing elements 
increases. 
In our initial upper-bound comparison, let us suppose the following; 
• There is no Gauss-Seidel effect to benefit the Asynchronous Eager algorithm. As noted 
earher, we may expect some form of Gauss-Seidel effect. However, in this analysis we 
ignore any such possibility, limiting ourselves to an upper-bound analysis of the worst 
case. 
• Each Jacobi iteration at each of the processing elements may be thought of as com-
prising the following event sequence: calculating to update entries; packing messages; 
^It is perhaps worth noting that Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods both conform to Chazan and Miranker's 
class definition. 
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i. Start local process 
ii. Read in those matrix rows which are to be locally updated 
iii. Read in which remote processes require the locally updated vector 
entries 
iv. Apply matrix-vector pre-processing to the matrix which has been read 
in to yield an equation of the form Equation (7) 
V. Initialise the vector to be updated 
vi. Construct a terminating sequence of asynchronous iterations at each 
process. For the different algorithms, these are as follows: 
• Asynchronous Eager : 
while (new information received) { 
update local vector entries in Gauss-Seidel fashion; 
if (sufficient change to any vector entry 
since last messaging) 
send local vector entries; 
} 
• Asynchronous Reluctant : 
while (new information received) { 
until(local convergence) 
update local vector entries as per Gauss-Seidel; 
if (sufficient change to any vector entry 
since last messaging) 
send local vector entries; 
• Asynchronous Variable Threshold: 
while (new information received) { 
until the earlier of (local convergence, iteration N) 
update local vector entries as per Gauss-Seidel; 
if (sufficient change to any vector entry 
since last messaging) 
send local vector entries; 
} 
vii. Terminate process 
Figure 6.1: A description of the three asynchronous iterative algorithms 
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idling during message transmission across the network; unpacking messages; confirming 
across the network that all processing elements have received the required messages. 
• The time taken to pack and unpack messages is very much smaller than the time 
taken to update the entries and very much smaller also than the sum of the message 
transmission time and the confirmation time. Accordingly, we may exclude the time 
taken to pack and unpack messages from the model. 
• The sum of the message transmission time and the confirmation time is a whole-number 
multiple, m > 1, of the calculation time to update local vector entries. The requirement 
that m > 1 makes more sense as the number of processing elements grows, or, indeed, as 
the network becomes more heterogeneous. We consider how message transmission and 
confirmation time varies relative to update time in the second part of our investigation 
in this subsection. The point about heterogeneous networks is true because the time 
taken to complete a Jacobi iteration is determined by the longest iteration across all 
the constituent processing elements. The stated whole-number requirement is not 
necessary, but it does simplify the analysis that follows. 
• The time taken to do a local updating calculation may be used as our unit of time. 
Let us now consider the time taken for the Jacobi method to complete, at which point the 
norm difference, given some chosen norm, of the final output vector from the correct solution 
vector will be smaller than some error threshold, e. 
Let Cj (0 < Cj < 1) be the upper bound on the rate at which the Jacobi output vectors 
converge on the solution vector. That is to say, let Cj be the smallest real such that, for all 
k, 
II < II 22) 
Let eo be the norm error of the initial vector relative to the solution vector. 
Given the above it follows that an upper bound on the time taken for the Jacobi solver to 
complete may be given by the smallest t j which satisfies: 
(&23) 
This inequality may be reformulated as: 
log(-^) 
Let us now construct a similar upper bound for the time taken by the Asynchronous Eager 
solver to complete. 
Let us suppose that Ca {Cj < < 1) is the smallest real such that for all k not divisible 
by (m + 1): 
||^(k+l) _ i;*|| < (6.25) 
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In other words, let Ca be an upper bound on the rate at which the output vectors of the 
Asynchronous Eager solver converge on the solution vector at all time steps other than those 
at which—precisely as per the Jacobi iterations—processing elements are guaranteed to have 
received all necessary messages. 
If Ca is closer to Cj than to 1, then we may say that the problem has been partitioned 
across processing elements with minimal inter-processor coupling. Conversely, if Ca is closer 
to 1 than to Cj, then we may say that the problem has been partitioned across processing 
elements with a high degree of inter-processor coupling. 
Given the above, we have that an upper bound on completion time may be given by the 
smallest whole ta to satisfy: 
Co >( (7;+'" )< 6 (fx26) 
This inequality may be reformulated as: 
If we define Bj to be the upper bound on the convergence time of the Jacobi solver: 
log(—) 
then substitution gives us that the upper bound, Ba, on the convergence time of the asyn-
chronous solver is given by: 
= r ' (6.28) 
1 -h m log(Ca) log(Cj) 
This inequality matches our expectations at the two extreme ends of inter-processor coupling. 
If Ca = 1, then the upper bound on the Jacobi solution time is the same as the upper bound 
on the Asynchronous Eager solution time. If Ca = Cj, then the upper bound on the Jacobi 
solution time is (1 + m) times larger than that of the Asynchronous Eager solution time. 
The inequality also matches our intuition that if Ca > Cj, then despite a smaller upper 
bound on solution time, the upper bound on local updates within an Asynchronous Eager 
solver is higher than the upper bound on local Jacobi updates. 
In the above we have suggested that as the number of processing elements increases and/or 
the network exhibits more heterogeneity, so we may expect the Asynchronous Eager algo-
rithm to have a better upper bound on solution time than the Jacobi algorithm. There is 
an obvious objection to this: the additional messaging associated with the Asynchronous 
Eager algorithm may be expected to increase message transmission times, on account of the 
additional network load. 
There are two answers to this objection. First, we may argue that whatever delay is caused 
by additional messaging is smaller than the time required to transmit message-receipt con-
firmations between all the processing elements. This answer is made more robust by the 
second of our investigations in this subsection. 
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The second answer makes no appeal to the scaling investigation which follows. It is as 
follows. If we forego any additional messaging by the asynchronous algorithm, and instead 
message only at time steps divisible by {m + 1)—that is to say, at the same time steps at 
which the Jacobi algorithm would be expected to message—then the analysis given above 
does not require amendment. The result is an asynchronous algorithm with an upper bound 
on solution time which is at least as good as the Jacobi upper bound. 
Let us now begin our second investigation. Let us consider the impact on comparative 
algorithm performance as the problem size and the number of processing elements increase. 
More specifically, let us describe problem size as a function of the number of processing 
elements, and, as the number of processing elements increases, let us compare the distributed 
overhead of the two algorithms, where this is defined to be: 
Time f o r s e r i a l s o l u t i o n — (Number of processes x Time f o r d i s t r i b u t e d so lu t ion) 
In this definition for distributed overhead we employ an idealised theoretical conception of 
serial solution time in that we ignore the impact of cache limits and other hardware features 
which impair serial solution time in practice. 
If the distributed overhead of an algorithm has 0(problem s ize) asymptotic growth, then 
we say that the algorithm is cost-optimal [47]. If an algorithm is cost-optimal then the scalar 
rate at which overhead increases relative to the problem size gives an inverse measure of how 
scalable the algorithm is. The larger this scalar multiple is, the less scalable the algorithm 
is. If the algorithm is not cost-optimal then it is not scalable. 
Without loss of generality, given our particular investigation, we may regard problem size as 
being given by the number of nonzeros in the problem matrix. 
As suggested in the earlier set of assumptions, we may broadly categorise the distributed 
overhead of the two algorithms as being of two types: 
• cost of communicating updated vector entries between processing elements; and 
• cost of confirming that all processing elements have completed each iteration 
The second type of cost of course only applies to the synchronous Jacobi algorithm. 
Given that we are considering sparse matrices, in which case we may regard the number of 
nonzeros as being of the same order number of vector entries, the cost of communicating 
updated vector entries between processing elements may be described as being proportional 
to: 
(number of vec to r e n t r i e s ) x (packing/unpacking cos t - | - t r ansmiss ion time). 
Assuming an unchanging average cost for packing/unpacking each vector entry, then this 
reduces to: 
(number of vec tor e n t r i e s ) x ( t ransmiss ion time). 
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Let us assume now that the processing elements are arranged in a tree structure, where each 
parent processing element has c child elements, message tramission happens only between 
child and parent, and transmission time between any child and parent is bounded above 
and bounded below. Such an assumption is a reasonable generalisation for extremely large 
systems of processing elements. 
If we assume further that the problems being solved are well-structured, by which we mean 
that the average communication distance (and time) between processing elements in our tree 
structure is bounded above by some fixed constant, then the cost of communicating updated 
vector entries between processing elements may be described as: 
0(problem size). 
If we assume instead that the problems are not well-structured, but that there are no com-
munication bottlenecks, then the transmission time for the Jacobi algorithm (given by the 
longest transmission time in the case of Jacobi) is determined by the depth of the tree, which 
is: 
logg(number of processing elements). 
This implies that the Jacobi cost of communicating updated entries when the problem is not 
well-structured may be given as: 
0(problem size) x log^(nnmber of processing elements)). 
By contrast, the transmission time for the Asynchronous Eager algorithm is not determined 
by the depth of the tree. Rather, the transmission time which we require is given by the 
expected time between receipt of subsequent messages from the same processing elements. 
As processing elements do not synchronise, and instead message when they are ready to do 
so, we expect the time between messaging iterations at any processing element to be bounded 
above by a fixed constanf^. Accordingly, the Asynchronous Eager cost of communicating 
updated entries when the problem is not well-structured is the same as when the problem is 
well-structured, that is: 
0(problem size). 
Let us now consider the synchronization cost of confirming that all processing elements have 
completed each iteration. 
To confirm completion of each iteration, let us assume that leaf processing elements within 
the tree all inform their parent elements of completion. When the parent elements have 
received confirmation from all their respective leaf elements, then they each send confirmation 
to their own parent nodes. This happens repeatedly until the root node receives confirmation 
that all elements in the tree have completed. An acknowledgement is then sent in reverse 
from the root to all other elements. 
^pipelining 
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The total time taken to complete this process is: 
0(logc (number of process ing elements)). 
Multiplying this across the number of processing elements gives the synchronisation contri-
bution to distributed overhead, which is: 
0((number of process ing elements) x log^ (number of process ing elements)). 
Recapitulating our distributed-overhead conclusions, we may state following. The Asyn-
chronous Eager algorithm is cost-optimal, given our set of assumptions. The Jacobi algo-
rithm, on the other hand, is cost-optimal only when the problem is well-structured and it is 
safe to assume that log(processing elements) remains relatively small. 
Being more exphcit, the distributed overhead of the Asynchronous Eager algorithm may be 
described as; 
6(problem size) . 
This is the case both when the problem is well-structured and the problem is not well-
structured. 
The distributed overhead of the Jacobi algorithm, by contrast, is given by: 
8(problem s ize) x log^(number of process ing elements)), 
when the problem is not well-structured. 
When the problem is well-structured, the distributed overhead of the Jacobi algorithm is 
given by the greater of: 
8(problem s ize) 
and 
0((number of process ing elements) x log^ (number of process ing elements)). 
6.4.3 Test Prob lems: Flexible Manufac tu r ing Sys tem G S P N Mod-
els 
In the following three subsections we consider the asynchronous algorithms as tested empir-
ically on steady-state calculations based around a model of a manufacturing system. The 
model is described below. 
Figure 6.2 shows a generahsed stochastic Petri net model of a flexible manufacturing system 
(FMS). Complete details of this model were originally published in [48]. In summary, it 
describes an assembly line that comprises three types of machine. M l , M2 and M3, which 
between them construct four distinct types of part, P I , P2, P3 and P12. Part P12 is a 
constructed part from parts P I and P2, so initially we start with populations of parts P I , 
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Figure 6.2: A GSPN model of a flexible manufacturing system 
P2 and PS only. Places P i s , P2s, P12s and P3s are used to store finished parts. Since 
the system is closed, when a complete range of parts has been manufactured, the original 
populations get recycled and the system starts again. 
The FMS system is parameterised by the number of unprocessed parts, k, for P I , P2 and 
P3. For k = 7 for instance, the GSPN's underlying Markov chain has 1, 639,440 states and 
13, 552, 968 non-zero off-diagonal entries in its generator matrix. 
In our tests, we consider values of /c, 6 < fc < 9 which generate models with between 537, 768 
and 11, 058,185 states. The state-space of these systems is partitioned over multiple proces-
sors (between 8 and 60 processors) and analysed for its steady-state vector in comparison 
with a parallel implementation of the Jacobi algorithm. We examine several configurations 
of this experimental setup to establish the scalability of iterative asynchronous algorithms 
with respect to the size of the system being analysed and the number of processors being 
partitioned over. 
The default partitioning strategy in our tests is the block distribution. We may describe this 
as follows. We define the block size as being the number of problem rows divided number of 
processes (-Hi if the number of rows is not divisible by the number of processes). With this 
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definition, we map problem rows to processes by: 
problem row 
process = 
block s i z e 
We also map problem rows to local rows (on particular processes) by: 
problem row = problem row mod block s i z e 
A second partitioning strategy is the row cyclic distribution. We may describe this as follows. 
We map problem rows to processes by: 
process = problem row mod number of processes 
We also map problem rows to local rows (on particular processes) by: 
problem row 
l o c a l row — 
number of processes 
The scalability we look for in the experiments refers not only to the time taken to solve a 
given problem, although obviously important, but also to factors such as the number of local 
iterations performed, or the number of update messages sent between processors. 
6.4.4 Fi rs t Empir ica l Test: a Range of Algor i thms 
The first test proceeded as follows. We fixed the problem to be one with 1,639,440 vertices 
and 13,552,989 edges, and, we fixed the distribution of this problem to be across 8 processors 
within the luna cluster. We then ran to convergence both the Asynchronous Eager and Asyn-
chronous Reluctant solvers. In addition we ran several of the intermediate Asynchronous 
Variable Threshold algorithms, with threshold values ranging from 40 through 100. As our 
yardstick, we ran the regular parallel Jacobi solver and the Jacobi solver which employs 
pre-processing via matrix-vector sphtting. 
In the plots below, we show the average number of local update iterations at each processor 
until convergence (where, during each update iteration, each local vector entry is updated 
once); we show the average number of message iterations until convergence (where, dur-
ing each message iteration, each process requiring information from a particular process is 
messaged once); and we show the wall time until convergence. 
In the update plot we see that the best performing algorithm was Asynchronous Eager, 
which required 75% of the number of update iterations as compared with the standard 
Jacobi. This implies some form of Gauss-Seidel effect. The worst performing was Asyn-
chronous Reluctant, which required just over four and a half times the number of update 
iterations as compared with the standard Jacobi. Interestingly, the preprocessed Jacobi re-
quired 11% more update iterations than standard Jacobi. Also, the Asynchronous Variable 
Threshold algorithms did not require require steadily more iterations as the threshold num-
ber increased. Instead, there was a degree of oscillation, with lowest update number being 
when the threshold was set to 70. 
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Figure 6.3: Average number of update iterations per process as the algorithm type varies 
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Figure 6.4: Average number of message iterations per process as the algorithm type varies 
In the messaging plot we see that the best performing algorithm was Asynchronous Re-
luctant, which required 32% of the number of messaging iterations as compared with the 
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standard Jacobi. Asynchronous Eager also outperformed the standard Jacobi, requiring 71% 
of the number of messaging iterations as compared with the standard Jacobi. Again, the 
Asynchronous Variable Threshold algorithms did not require steadily more iterations as the 
threshold number increased. There was a degree of oscillation, with lowest messaging number 
again being when the threshold was set to 70. 
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Figure 6.5: Wall time (sees) as the algorithm type varies 
In the wall-time plot, we see that convergence for Asynchronous Eager required 55% of 
the wall time relative to convergence for standard Jacobi. If we recall that the number of 
Asynchronous Eager updates and messages were approximately 73% of the number of Jacobi 
updates and messages, then it would appear that about 60% of the improved time was down 
to a Gauss-Seidel effect and 40% of the improved time was down to reduced idle time and/or 
better use of the communication channel (less bursty messaging). 
Asynchronous Reluctant performed less well than standard Jacobi in terms of wall time, 
requiring 1.6 times the wall time for convergence. If we recall the update and message plots, 
then we could reasonably argue that over networks where messaging is particularly expensive 
relative to local calculation. Asynchronous Reluctant would have outperformed all the other 
algorithms in term of wall time. Of course, this is not necessarily so. This is because, 
in a system with particularly expensive communication, it is possible that Asynchronous 
Reluctant would oscillate in a more extreme way about the solution vector, thereby markedly 
increasing the number of message iterations required for convergence. 
Interestingly all the Asynchronous Variable Threshold algorithms performed noticeably less 
well than Asynchronous Reluctant in terms of wall time. Interestingly also, the preprocessed 
Jacobi algorithm performed better than the standard Jacobi in terms of wall time. 
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6.4.5 Second Test: Varying t h e N u m b e r of Processors 
The second test proceeded as follows. We fixed the problem to be one with 4,459,455 vertices 
and 38,534,004 edges. We then varied the distribution of this problem to be across 10, 20, 
30, 40, 50 and 60 processors within the Vertex cluster. Interestingly, we found that by 
increasing the number of processors, the average number of local edges relative to remote 
edges on each process dropped as follows: 86.4%, 22.5%, 10.6%, 7.0%, 5.0%, 3.9%. With 
each distribution we ran to convergence both the Asynchronous Eager and Asynchronous 
Reluctant solvers. To compare we ran the Jacobi solver which employs pre-processing via 
matrix-vector sphtting. 
As with the first test, we show in the plots below the average number of local update iterations 
at each processor until convergence (where, during each update iteration, each local vector 
entry is updated once); we show the average number of message iterations until convergence 
(where, during each message iteration, each process requiring information from a particular 
process is messaged once); and we show the wall time until convergence. 
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Figure 6.6: Average number of update iterations per process as the number of processes 
varies 
In the update plot we see that Asynchronous Eager and Pre-processed Jacobi alternate in 
terms of being the best performing algorithm. Their relative performance in terms of update 
iterations ranges from Asynchronous Eager requiring 74% of the number of iterations as 
compared with Pre-processed Jacobi, when there are 10 processors, to Asynchronous Eager 
requiring 1.66 times the number of update iterations as compared with Pre-processed Jacobi 
when there are 60 processors. We attribute the outperformance by Asynchronous Eager of 
Pre-Processed Jacobi to a Gauss-Seidel effect. 
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The worst performing of the algorithms in terms of update iterations, as expected, was 
Asynchronous Reluctant. At best Asynchronous Reluctant required 5.21 times the number 
of update iterations as compared with Pre-Processed Jacobi—when there were 10 processors. 
At worst Asynchronous Reluctant required 12.83 times the number of update iterations as 
compared with Pre-Processed Jacobi—when there were 60 processors. With the exception 
of the 20 processor test. Asynchronous Reluctant performed progressively less well in terms 
of update number as the processor number increased. 
During the 20-processor test we noted that one of the processors was under extreme load. It 
is possible that the increased iteration number was partly due to this variation in processor 
load. 
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Figure 6.7: Average number of message iterations per process as the number of processes 
varies 
In the message plot we see that Asynchronous Reluctant was always the best performing 
algorithm and Pre-Preprocessed Jacobi was always the worst performing algorithm. Both 
Asynchronous Eager and Reluctant show oscillating messaging performance. Both have 
lowest message number when there are ten processors: Reluctant requiring 30% and Eager 
requiring 68% of the number of messaging iterations relative to Pre-Processed Jacobi. Both 
have highest message number when there are twenty processors: Reluctant requiring 81% and 
Eager requiring 94% of the number of messaging iterations relative to Pre-Processed Jacobi. 
Again, we note that one of the processors was under heavy load during the twenty-processor 
test. It is possible that this impacted on both asynchronous algorithms. 
In the wall-time plot we see that Asynchronous Eager was always the best performing, and 
Asynchronous Reluctant was always the worst performing. If we exclude the performance 
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Figure 6.8: Wall time (sees) as the number of processes varies 
over 20 processors, Asynchronous Eager required on average 67% of the wall time to converge 
as compared with Pre-Processed Jacobi. Again, if we exclude the performance over 20 
processors. Asynchronous Reluctant required on average 1.77% of the wall time to converge 
as compared with Pre-Processed Jacobi. 
Over twenty processors, we note that both Pre-Processed Jacobi and Asynchronous Re-
luctant performed rather poorly—at least doubling the required wall time. We mentioned 
earlier that one of the processors was under heavy load during the test, and so it does not 
surprise that these two algorithms suffered, as their performance is limited by the worst per-
forming processor. Interestingly, the work-load imbalance barely impacted on the wall-time 
performance of the Asynchronous Eager algorithm. 
Excluding the twenty-processor test, wall time gradually decreased as processor number 
increased. Wall time with 60 processors relative to wall time over 10 processors was 77%, 60% 
and 64% for Asynchronous Eager, Asynchronous Reluctant and Pre-Processed, respectively. 
As mentioned earlier, as the process number increases, the ratio of local to remote varies. 
One may wonder what impact different distributions might have on the results. Alongside 
the block-distribution tests presented in this chapter, we also ran analogue tests with a row-
cychc distribution. We don't show the results of these here, because somewhat surprisingly, 
the distribution, with the exception of one notable point, seemed to have little impact on the 
relative performance of the algorithms (in terms of update iterations, message iterations and 
wall time). We thought this surprising because the FMS model tends to generate problems 
with non-zeros congregating predominantly around the diagonal. This means that a row-
cychc distribution accords substantially less well with the structure of the underlying problem 
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Figure 6.9: Using a row-cyclic distribution of entries across processes, we plot here the 
average number of message iterations per process as the number of processes varies 
(e.g. with 10 processes, a row-cyclic distribution yields an average of 394,550 local edges and 
3,458,850 remote edges). The exceptional point we refer to concerns the message iteration 
count for Asynchronous Reluctant. We show the plot as processor number varies with a 
row-cyclic distribution. In this plot we see that whilst still outperforming Pre-Processed 
Jacobi, Asynchronous Reluctant performed less well than Asynchronous Eager. 
6.4.6 Th i rd Test: Varying t h e P rob l em Size 
The third test proceeded as follows. We considered four problems, comprising 537,768, 
1,639,440, 4,459,455, and 11,058,185 vertices, with 4,205,720, 13,552,989, 38,534,004 and 
89,986,704 edges, respectively. As with the first test, we distributed these across 8 processors 
within the luna cluster. The problem distributions yielded ratios of local edges relative to 
remote edges of just under 90%. To compare we ran the Jacobi solver which employs pre-
processing via matrix-vector sphtting. 
As with the first test, we show in the plots below the average number of local update iterations 
at each processor until convergence (where, during each update iteration, each local vector 
entry is updated once); we show the average number of message iterations until convergence 
(where, during each message iteration, each process requiring information from a particular 
process is messaged once); and we show the wall time until convergence. 
In the update plots we see that the best performing algorithm was Asynchronous Eager. 
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Figure 6.10: Average number of update iterations per process as the problem size (number 
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Figure 6.11: Average number of update iterations per process as the problem size (number 
of vertices) varies: Reluctant versus Jacobi 
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Figure 6.12: Average number of message iterations per process as the problem size (number 
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Figure 6.13: Average number of message iterations per process as the problem size (number 
of vertices) varies: Reluctant versus Jacobi 
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This was both in absolute terms and in terms of rate of growth as the problem size grows. 
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This would seem to imply a more notable Gauss-Seidel effect as the problem size grows. By 
some distance, the worst performing was Asynchronous Reluctant, both in absolute terms 
and in terms of rate of growth. It is interesting to note that for the smallest problem, both 
the Asynchronous Eager and Jacobi algorithms performed poorly relative to performance 
over larger problems—the Jacobi algorithm in particular. 
In the message plots we see that Asynchronous Reluctant was always the best performing 
algorithm in absolute terms and Pre-Preprocessed Jacobi was always the worst performing 
algorithm in absolute terms. In terms of rate of growth as the problem size grows, it would 
appear that both Asynchronous algorithms outperformed the Jacobi algorithm—the Eager 
more clearly than the Reluctant. 
In the wall-time plots we see that Asynchronous Eager was always and definitively the best 
performing, in absolute terms and in terms of rate time increase as the problem size grows. 
Asynchronous Reluctant, by contrast, was always the worst performing, in absolute terms 
and in terms of rate time increase as the problem size grows. The rate of time increase 
relative to increased problem size was approximately 1:1, 1.1:1 and 3:1 for Asynchronous 
Eager, Jacobi and Asynchronous Reluctant, respectively. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have shown how steady-state, transient and first passage-time calcu-
lations, for discrete-time Markov chains, continuous-time Markov chains and semi-Markov 
chains, can be expressed as fixed-point problems which can be solved by totally asynchronous 
iterative means. 
This combination of results means that for the first time totally asynchronous iterative algo-
rithms can be brought to bear on a wide range of performance problems. This is significant 
since it opens the way for massively distributed computation engines which can compute 
passage-time, transient and steady-state quantities over massive state space models and het-
erogeneous architectures. This potentially creates a single abstract computation framework 
for the distributed calculation of state-based performance metrics for the major types of 
analysis and models. 
In this chapter we introduced three totally asynchronous iterative solution algorithms. 
We presented an analytical comparison of one of these algorithms, Asynchronous Eager, and 
a parallel Jacobi algorithm. Given a set of assumptions which we associated with larger 
problems we argued that an Asynchronous Eager solver could be expected to perform at 
least as well as a similarly implemented Jacobi solver. We also argued that unlike the Jacobi 
algorithm, the Asynchronous Eager algorithm may be cost-optimal even when the problems 
to be solved are not well-structured. 
Having implemented the three asynchronous algorithms in C-)—I- with an MPI2 asynchronous 
communication framework, we applied the solvers to various GSPN models of a Flexible 
Manufacturing System. In so doing we were able to compare execution and communication 
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overhead with the corresponding overhead of a parallel Jacobi solver. We showed that for 
varying numbers of processors and different problem sizes asynchronous approaches have 
better communication and execution profiles than a standard parallel Jacobi algorithm. 
It was observed that in general the Asynchronous Eager algorithm, which performs calcula-
tion updates frequently, performed best in terms of the overall execution wall time. In some 
cases it was a factor of two better than the parallel Jacobi result. 
The Asynchronous Reluctant algorithm sustained a lower message transmission count in 
many cases (although, not always). This suggests that this algorithm could be used when 
messaging is substantially more expensive, for example where a calculation is being carried 
out across clusters and the inter-cluster link is relatively slow. An exact strategy for algorithm 
selection will clearly depend on the architecture of the computational environment. 
Finally, it was noted that when one of the processors was under heavy load (that is, an 
external load from a competing process), the convergence of the Asynchronous Eager al-
gorithm was barely impacted upon, unlike Jacobi and Asynchronous Reluctant algorithms, 
where a node delay was seen to have a significant impact on the overall calculation time. 
This suggests a particular suitability of the Asynchronous Eager algorithm to heterogeneous 
distributed frameworks. 
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Annex 
6. A Impact of Floating Point Addit ion on Accuracy 
Floating point describes a system for representing and operating on numbers whereby a 
string of digits (or bits) represents a rational number. It may be thought of as a computer 
analogue of scientific notation. 
The principal advantage of floating point representation over other representations like fixed 
point is that it can accommodate a significantly broader range of values, but it does so at the 
expense of precision. Operations over floating point numbers amplify this lesser precision, 
leading to additional information loss/roundoff error. 
Given the range of available values, it was decided to use floating point representations 
during the testing of the three algorithms introduced in this chapter. In the early stages 
of testing, several distributions of the various problems were explored across the available 
processors. Some of these distributions involved permuting the rows and columns of the 
coefficient matrices. 
A side effect of this reordering of entries was, particularly when tackling larger problems, 
a surprisingly notable change in the resultant solution vectors. This change seemed en-
tirely independent of the error threshold given in the termination conditions of the different 
algorithms. This prompted closer consideration of the impact of individual fioating point 
operations on overall accuracy when performing matrix-vector multiplications. 
In this section we briefly overview floating point representations, and we overview both 
floating point multiplication and addition operations. We show how information is lost 
through roundoff. We then present an example to illustrate the extent to which the con-
secutive floating-point additions which characterise matrix-vector multiplications can lead 
to notable accuracy concerns. To conclude we present algorithmic attempts to lessen the 
potential for roundoff error. 
6.A.1 Floa t ing Poin t Represen ta t ion 
Floating point numbers comprise: 
• A signed digit string of a given length, known as the signiflcand or coefficient—where 
the length determines the possible precision; 
• A base; 
• A signed integer exponent of a given length, sometimes known as the characteristic or 
scale; 
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• An implicit radix point, at a given point within the significand—typically immediately 
before or after the most significant digit, or after the least significant digit. 
Floating point numbers are given as the significand multiplied by the base raised to the 
power of the exponent. 
Several bases have been used for floating point addition; typically, 2, 10 and 16—in order 
of how common. In this section, for transparency, we consider base 10. Specifically, we 
will consider a particular base-10 representation given by IEEE-754-2008 32-bit decimal 
representation, which has seven-digit precision. 
According to this standard representation, the number 1793.919 is represented with signifi-
cand of 1793919 together with an exponent of 3—given an implied radix point to the right 
of the most significant digit, which is 1 in the example. 
6.A.2 Floa t ing Point Opera t ions 
We consider the addition and multiplication operations over fioating point numbers—specifically 
over IEEE-754-2008 32-bit decimal floating point numbers. 
The standard method for adding two floating point numbers is to match the exponents, and 
then to add. Consider, for example: 
39483.22 + 1.149946 = 3.948322 x 10"^  -t-1.149946 x 10° (6.29) 
= 3.948322 x 10^ + 0.0001149946 x lO'^  
= 3.9484369946 x lO'^  
This is the correct answer: it is the exact sum. But it is not quite the floating point answer. 
Given that we have seven-digit precision, rounding is required. There are several different 
types of rounding algorithm: 
• Round to the nearest value. If the number falls midway, then round to the even value. 
• Round to the nearest value. If the number falls midway, then round up. 
• Directly round to zero (truncation). 
• Directly round toward positive infinity. 
• Directly round toward negative infinity. 
Employing the first of these algorithms, which is the default algorithm, yields a floating 
point answer with a significand of 3948437 and a base-10 exponent of 4. 
To multiply two floating point numbers we multiply the significands and add the exponents. 
We then round and normalise (adjust for standard radix position) as appropriate. Consider, 
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for example: 
39483.22 x 7.149946 = 3.948322 x 10^ x 7.149946 x 10° (6.30) 
4 
- 28.230289090612 x 10 
After rounding, this becomes 28.23029 x 10^. The normalised floating point result has a 
significand of 2823029 and an exponent of 5. 
6.A.3 Consecut ive Addi t ions Ampl i fy Er ro r 
Let ^ 10,000,001 defined by 
{ 4 x lO-f : (diirvnsl 
Let X be the 10,000,001-dimensional column vector comprising just Is. 
And let us consider the product, 
%/==]\4 )< a;. (61X32) 
The "correct" product of this matrix and this vector is clearly given by 
V2(2/i = 1 + 10^ X 4 X 10-^ = 5) (6.33) 
But let us consider what happens under floating arithmetic. We can pick any of the yi entries 
to compute, as they take precisely the same form. Let us consider the first, namely yi. 
No roundoff results from multiplying Mn and Xi. The resultant product is 1. Equally, no 
roundoff results from multiplying M12 and X2. The resultant product is 4 x 10'^. But, if we 
add these two products, as required, then we find that the following happens: 
1 X 10° + 4 X 10"^ = 1 X 10° + 0.0000004 x 10° (6.34) 
= 1.0000004 X 10° 
—> 1.000000 X 10° through default rounding 
So, because of rounding, the second product, M12 x Z2, is lost. 
Let us know consider what happens to when we add the product of M12 and X2 to the sum of 
the previous products. Well, as we have just seen the sum of the previous products, because 
of rounding, is equal to the first product. So, because the additions happen consecutively, 
the task reduces to adding M n x xi and M13 x X3. As is clear, the result is as before: the 
product Mi3 X X3 is also lost because of rounding. 
This repeats, for each of the 10,000,000 addition operations required to calculate each of 
the yi entries. The vector which results from the floating point operations is quite unlike 
the correct vector. Instead it is a vector comprising just Is. This is to say, by performing a 
simple matrix-vector multiplication over a square matrix of 10,000,001 by 10,000,001 entries, 
we have introduced the possibihty of almost 80% error—each vector entry in the resultant 
product being 1 as compared with the expected 5. 
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6.A.4 Order ing t o Reduce Er ro r 
In the previous subsection we managed to produce a substantial error in a single matrix-
vector multiplication. We did so by choosing a matrix with large entries in the first column 
as compared with the entries in the remaining entries. This meant that when multiplying 
with a uniform vector we would produce a sequence of additions comprising a large number 
and a small number. Because the difference between the large and small numbers was always 
greater than could be accommodated by the 7-digit precision, the small numbers were always 
"lost" in the operations. The result was a product vector which was one fifth of what was 
expected. 
Let us now consider what happens when the same matrix, M and vector x are first permuted 
so that columns 1 and 10,000,001 are switched to form M and similarly the first and last 
entries in the vector are switched to form x (which of course is still actually the same as 
vector x). Again we consider the first entry, namely yi, as it is the same for all the entries 
in vector y. 
Here we find: 
= 4 X 10-'^  + 4 X 10-^ + -. - + 4 X 10-^ + 1 (6.35) 
The addition operations happen consecutively, as before. However, unlike in the previous 
subsection, we do not lose any information when the first 2,500,000 values are added to give 
a cumulative sum of 1. But from addition of the 2, 500, 001^ value until the 10, 000, 000^^, 
which is the last of the 4 x 10"^ values, roundoff means that each and every one of these 
addition operations yields no change in the cumulative sum. The only change to happen 
comes from the final addition of 1 to give a cumulative sum of 2. 
The application of this rather simple algorithm to this calculation is illustrative. We have 
found some success in terms of improved accuracy. This has been because we have added 
many numbers of similar (in fact, the same) size. We have also seen the algorithm failing 
because too many numbers of the same size were added consecutively—the bucket of similar-
sized numbers which we needed to add was overfilled. 
6.A.5 Send t o Back of Queue, if Roundoff Exceeds Threshold 
We propose another easily-implemented algorithm for reducing roundoff error. 
Let us define some threshold which limits the amount of information that can be lost in any 
particular floating point addition operation. For the sake of argument, in this particular 
case, let us suppose that we do not want any more than 10% of the value of the smaller 
number to be lost when we add any two numbers. 
Let us now treat the right hand side of the following as a queue: 
= 1 -t- 4 X 4- 4 X IQ-'^  + 1- 4 X 10"'^  (6.36) 
whereby, if the first and second values, when added, yield an error amount which is more 
that 10% of the small number, as they do here, then we put the larger value to the right like 
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this: 
1 + 4 X 10-^ + .. - + 4 X 10-^ (6.37) 
—> 4 X 10'^ + 4 X 10'^ H h 4 X 10"^ + 1 
If we proceed in the fashion, we will move the 1 to the right. We will then consecutively 
add 2,500,000 entries, as no information is lost. At this point we will then need to move 
another 1 to the right, as once again when we try to add 1 and 4 x 10"^, 100% of the smaller 
number gets lost. Again we will add 2,500,000 values and will then move 1 to the right. 
Upon adding the last 2,500,000 4 x 10"^ we will end up with five Is to add. The result will 
be 5, as required. 
In this pathological example, it does not make much sense to write of any specific error 
threshold during any of the constituent addition operations. This is because either one of 
the entries is lost entirely or it is not. So, whatever threshold (0 < r < 100%) we choose, 
this will suffice. 
In more standard examples, however, the choice of threshold may be particularly important. 
Indeed, with too small a threshold, it may not be possible to add all the numbers, as required. 
To ensure that all numbers can be added, it is suggested that the threshold becomes less and 
less restrictive when the remaining numbers in the queue cannot be added with the current 
threshold. This lessening of the threshold would happen iteratively until just one number 
remains—this number being, of course, the final sum. 
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Chapter 7 
Application: Solving Simplified 
PageRank Problems 
7.1 Introduction 
The PageRank algorithm is used today within web information retrieval to provide a content-
neutral ranking metric over web pages [49, 50]. The standard algorithm for determining 
PageRank uses power method iterations to solve for the steady-state vector of a DTMC. 
The one-step probability transition matrix which defines the DTMC is derived from a web 
graph that reflects the hyperlink structure of the web and a user-centred model of web-
surfing behaviour. The model provides a mathematical account of how users make use of 
web bookmarks and also of what they do when at web pages without any outgoing links. 
In July of 2008, it was announced by Google that the company's crawlers had found more 
than one trillion current unique web pages, and that the web was growing at several billion 
new pages every day [51]. This is in contrast with Google's index of 26 million web pages in 
1998 [51]. Despite its size, Google's index is only a fraction of the total number of indexable 
web pages in existence. This is because many sites are currently difficult to index—because 
of technologies like JavaScript and Flash, and also because certain sites require appropriate 
handling of forms, drop-downs, and so on. Also, by design, certain sites prevent access by 
Google's crawlers to many of their constituent web pages through robots.txt and nofollow 
links. 
In [52] an investigation was presented into this rapid growth of the web. It was argued that 
the recent acceleration of growth has been driven in particular by a growing percentage of 
web pages without outgoing links—upward of fifty percent—and an analysis was provided 
into the different sorts of web pages which are classed by search engines as having no outgoing 
links. 
In this chapter we show how to reduce the complexity of PagcRank calculation by parti-
tioning the treatment of web pages with and without outgoing links, such that only pages 
with outgoing links are required during the power method iterations. As an added benefit, 
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this approach also permits decomposition of the PageRank problem according to connected 
subcomponents of the original transition matrix [53]. We show how to reduce the complexity 
of PageRank calculation by appealing to the matrix-vector spUtting framework introduced 
earlier—in particular, Theorem 7. In so doing we present PageRank as a special case of a 
broader class of problem. Our proposal is an alternative formulation of linear algebraic pro-
posals made in [54, 55]—which are extensions of a lumping proposal in [56]. In this chapter 
we also consider a PageRank extension considered via lumpability theory in [57, 58], which 
allows for Trust Rank [59]. We show that this extension is also a special case of the same 
broader class of problem, and that it can be handled similarly, by appealing to Theorem 7. 
Having introduced a methodology for simplifying the PageRank problem, we also consider 
in this chapter an empirical investigation into the potential for faster PageRank solution 
through adopation of this methodology. We consider the implications for both synchronous 
and asynchronous solution, and we draw comparisons. 
As an aside to the core proposal of this chapter, we show that, contrary to the standard 
presentation of PageRank in the literature, irreducibility is not required for PageRank to 
be well-defined. We show, in particular, that the personalisation vector needs not to be 
completely dense. 
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2 we review the conceptual model for 
PageRank. We set out what is now regarded as the standard definition of PageRank, and 
we present its sparse formulation. In Section 7.3 we extend the standard PageRank defini-
tion to allow for non-dense personalisation vectors. In Section 7.4 we consider web pages 
without outgoing links. We recall the matrix-vector splitting theorem which allows us to 
map homogeneous singular linear systems of index one to inhomogeneous non-singular lin-
ear systems with a shared solution vector. Using this theorem we show how to employ the 
original transition matrix as a coefficient matrix when solving for PageRank. We then show 
how to recursively reduce the size of the PageRank problem by removing the pages without 
outgoing links. In addition, we also extend our approach to deal with a generalisation of 
the PageRank definition which accounts for Trust Rank. In Section 7.5 we consider a set of 
test results which detail the effectiveness of both a synchronous and an asynchronous solver 
when solving progressively simpler formulations of a particular PageRank problem with 10 
million variables. 
7.2 Standard PageRank Definition 
PageRank computation for the ranking of hypertext-linked web pages was originally outlined 
by Page and Brin [49, 50]. Their approach was subsequently amended by Kamvar et al. [11]. 
This alternative formulation of PageRank and its computation is now generally regarded as 
providing the standard PageRank definition [60, 61]. 
The standard conceptual model of PageRank is called the random surfer model. Consider a 
surfer who starts at a web page and picks one of the links on that page at random. On loading 
the next page, this process is repeated. If a dangling page (that is, a page without outgoing 
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links—also referred to as a cul de sac page) is encountered, then the surfer chooses to visit a 
random page (as though going to a memorised link, or a bookmarked link). During normal 
browsing, the user may also decide, with a fixed probability, not to choose a hnk from the 
current page, but instead to jump at random to another page. In the latter case, to support 
both unbiased and personalised surfing behaviour, the model allows for the specification of 
a probability distribution of target pages. 
The PageRank of a page is considered to be the limiting (steady-state) probability that the 
surfer is visiting a particular page after a large enough number of click-throughs. Calculating 
this probability vector corresponds to finding a dominant eigenvector of the modified web-
graph transition matrix. 
7.2.1 R a n d o m Surfer Mode l 
In the random surfer model, the web is represented by a graph G = (V, E), with web pages 
as the vertices, V, and the hnks between web pages as the edges, E. If a link exists from 
page u to page v then (tt —> t;) E E. 
To represent the following of hyperlinks, we construct a transition matrix P from the web 
graph, setting: 
: if {ui Uj) e E 
= i r ' " ' : o t t e w i s e " P ' l ' 
where deg('u) is the out-degree of vertex u, i.e. the number of outbound links from page u. 
Prom this definition, we see that if a page has no out-links, then this corresponds to a zero 
row in the matrix P. To represent the surfer's jumping from dangling pages, we construct a 
second matrix D = d j f , which we refer to as the dangling-page matrix, where d and p are 
both column vectors, and 
d , = [ \ ' = » (7.2) 
[ 0 : otherwise 
and p is the personalisation vector representing the probability distribution of destination 
pages when a random jump is made. Typically this distribution is taken to be uniform, 
i.e. Pi = ^ for an n-page graph {1 < i < n). However, it need not be, as many distinct 
personalisation vectors may be used to represent different classes of user with different web 
browsing patterns. This fiexibility comes at a cost, though, as each distinct personalisation 
vector requires an additional PageRank calculation. 
Putting together the surfer's following of hyperlinks and their random jumping from danghng 
pages yields the stochastic matrix P' = P -|-D, where P' is a one-step probability transition 
matrix of a DTMC. 
To represent the surfer's decision not to follow any of the current page links, but to jump 
instead to a random web page, we construct a teleportation matrix E, where = pj for all 
i, i.e. this random jump is also dictated by the personalisation vector. 
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Incorporating this matrix into the model gives: 
A = cP' + ( l - c ) E (7.3) 
where 0 < c < 1, and c represents the probability that the user chooses to follow one of the 
links on the current pages—i.e. there is a probability of (1 — c) that the surfer randomly 
jumps to another page instead of following links on the current page. 
This definition of A avoids two potential problems. The first is that P ' , although a valid 
DTMC transition matrix, is not necessarily irreducible and aperiodic. Taken together, these 
are a sufficient condition for the existence of a unique steady-state distribution [11, 61]. Now, 
provided Pi > 0 for all 1 < z < n, irreducibility and aperiodicity are trivially guaranteed. 
The second problem relates to the rate of convergence of power method iterations used to 
compute the steady-state distribution. This rate depends on the reciprocal of the modulus 
of the subdominant eigenvalue (Ag). For a general P ' , [Agj may be very close to 1, resulting 
in a very poor rate of convergence. However, it has been shown that in the case of matrix 
A, IA2I < c, thus guaranteeing a good rate of convergence for the widely taken value of 
c==(X85[62^ 
Given the matrix A, we can now define the unique PageRank vector, jf, to be the steady-state 
vector or the dominant eigenvector that satisfies: 
ttA = ^ (7.4) 
7.2.2 Sparse P a g e R a n k Defini t ion 
Having constructed matrix A we might naively attempt to find the PageRank vector of 
Equation (7.4) by directly using a power method approach: 
where is the iterate towards the PageRank vector, tt. However, the web was known 
to have more than a trillion unique pages in 2008, with several billion new pages being added 
to this total every day, so it is clear that this is not a practical approach for realistic web 
graphs [51]. The reason for this is that A is a completely dense matrix, on account of the 
completely dense teleportation matrix E. 
Given the teleportation-matrix density concern, a sparse reduction of the standard equation 
Equation (7.4) is typically employed in calculations [61]. The reduction is as follows: 
TV = HA (7.6) 
= 7f(cP'+ (1 - c)E) 
= ctP' + ( 1 - C ) ^ E 
— ctP' -t- (1 — C) ^ -KiP 
— cnP' -h (1 — c)p 
where P ' is more sparse than the original matrix A. 
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7.3 Irreducibility is Not Required 
As given above, it is regularly written in the literature that irreducibility is required for 
Equation (7.4) to be well-defined, with a unique steady-state vector. To ensure irreducibility, 
it is written that a completely dense personalisation vector is required. 
Kamvar et al. [11] write, "If [the Google matrix] is aperiodic and irreducible, then the Er-
go die Theorem guarantees that the stationary distribution of the random walk is unique. In 
the context of computing PageRank, the standard way of ensuring that [the Google matrix] 
is irreducible is to add a new set of complete outgoing transitions, with small transition prob-
abilities, to all nodes, creating a complete (and thus an aperiodic and strongly connected) 
transition graph." 
Langville et al. [54] write, "[To guarantee] the existence and uniqueness of the PageRank 
vector, Brin and Page added another rank-one update, this time an irreducibihty adjustment 
in the form of a dense perturbation matrix [E] that creates direct connections between each 
page/' 
In the context of an unbiased representation of how we surf the web (without a back button), 
a completely dense personalisation vector makes sense. But this density requirement poses 
a difficulty when we start personalising PageRank. If we were to attempt to categorise 
users—for example, as avid consumers of sports news—or we were to attempt to model how 
a particular person, or group of people, surfs the web (as per the intuitive justification for 
PageRank), then it seems clear that we should allow for zero entries in the personalisation 
vector, zero entries which correspond to those pages to which the particular person will not 
teleport. 
One might argue that this is not the case, that for any person there is a chance, albeit very 
small, that this particular person teleports to any web page. But it is difficult to justify 
intuitively why any personalised categorisation of users should necessarily have non-zero 
probability of teleporting to every web page. Equally, it is difficult to understand why there 
cannot be a personalised model of a person for which there is at least one zero personalisation 
vector entry. The argument for a completely dense personalisation vector seems to be based 
more on a need for theoretical well-definedness than on any force of intuition. 
In this subsection, we recall a theorem from [7] from which it follows that complete density 
is not required for PageRank to be well-defined. 
Let us remove the requirement that p be completely dense, and let us have instead that p is 
just a probability vector. Let R define the set of indices of non-zero entries, {pt > 0 : 1 < 
t < n}. Now, if we consider Equation (7.6), then it is clear that independent of the structure 
of P, every page is connected to each and every page in set R. Indeed, by definition, these 
are the pages to which the surfer could teleport whilst on any other page. Accordingly, this 
set R forms part of a single irreducible component of recurrent pages. 
Let us now consider those pages which are not part of R. Any such page is either transient, 
in which case the page has an outgoing path to some page in R but there is no reciprocal 
path back from pages in R, or such a page has both an outgoing path to a page in R and 
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has a reciprocal path back from a page in R. In the latter case, the page forms part of an 
irreducible component of pages of which i? is a subset. 
Let us now recall Proposition 2. By this, we have: 
i. The transient states all have steady-state entries equal to zero. 
ii. The restriction of matrix T to the recurrent states (removing all rows and columns 
corresponding to transient states) is an irreducible probability transition matrix. 
iii. There is a corresponding unique steady-state distribution. 
iv. The recurrent states all have positive steady-state entries. 
Accordingly, from this proposition it follows that we require only that p be a probability 
vector for PageRank to be well-defined. 
7.4 Computing PageRank without Dangling Pages 
7.4.1 Mot iva t ing P a g e R a n k C o m p u t a t i o n wi thou t Dangl ing Pages 
Eiron et al write that the number of dangling pages is higher than the number of non-
dangling pages [52]. Langville and Meyer write that the number of danghng pages relative 
to non-dangling is growing, and that some sets of crawled pages show percentages of dangling 
pages reaching 80% [54]. 
The reason for this high percentage of dangling pages is two-fold: an increasing number of 
pseudo-dangling pages and an increasing number of real dangling pages. 
Pseudo-dangling pages are pages which are treated as danghng pages because their outlinks 
have not (yet) been crawled. There are several reasons for this growing number of pages 
with uncrawled outlinks. 
Firstly, over recent years there has been an ever increasing amount of dynamic content on 
the web, and also links to such content, and the rapid increase has left crawlers incapable of 
keeping up. Unlike static pages, which are hand-edited HTML, dynamic pages are database-
driven. These dynamic pages are limited in number only by what is available in the database, 
and, potentially, not even then. For example, the number of pages given by a web calendar 
might be expected to be (nearly) infinite. Even in more mundane examples the size of the 
database may not provide an upper bound on the number of potential dynamic pages. For 
example, session IDs, timestamps, and so on, may further expand the potential number of 
dynamic pages, as ostensibly the same page is treated differently, because it has a different 
URL or a different embedded timestamp. 
Two further reasons for the growing number of uncrawled links are robots.txt/ nofollow and 
JavaScript. Robots.txt and nofollow are conventions whereby website owners can demarcate 
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certain parts of their sites as not to be crawled. The outlinked pages in a prohibited part 
of a site are typically still indexed according to anchor text, but as they are not actually 
crawled, they are treated as dangling pages [52]. 
JavaScript links are becoming more prevalent, particularly as part of dynamic A J AX web-
sites. Such links are not evaluated by current search engines [63]. 
Real dangling pages are those from which there really are no outgoing links. These may 
be HTML pages without links. However, the main reason for the exploding number of 
real dangling pages is the recent push by the research community to move more and more 
material online: PDF, postscript and PPT files of papers, presentations, theses, and so on. 
7.4.2 Dangl ing-Page M a t r i x Yields Scaling 
In the literature, there are two linear algebraic treatments of PageRank whereby the danghng 
page matrix is removed from the PageRank definition. In [54], a somewhat ad hoc proof is 
presented to show that the dangling-page matrix serves only to scale the solution vector. The 
proof starts with the identity Equation (7.11). It then proceeds to show that by reformulating 
this identity we can get the linear algebraic form of Equation (7.7). It is ad hoc because it 
proceeds by assuming the given identity is the correct one. It gives no clues as to how one 
might discover this identity in the first instance. In the later [55], the same fact is proved 
by way of the Sherman-Morrison formula [64]. 
In this subsection we look to provide a more accessible explanation for the removal of the 
dangling-page matrix. Our proposal presents PageRank as a special case of a broader class of 
problem. The kernel of the explanation is Theorem 7—which allows us to map homogeneous 
singular linear systems of index 1 to inhomogeneous non-singular linear systems with the 
same solution vector. 
Let us recall the standard PageRank definition: 
7f = 7f(c(P + D) + (1 - c)E) (7.7) 
We know from the Perron-Frobenius theorem together with continuity of spectral radius 
with respect to matrix entries that if we remove cD from the PageRank matrix to yield 
(c(P) -t- (1 — c)E), then the resultant matrix does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. So, by 
Theorem 7: 
f = f ( c (P + D) + ( l - c ) E - c D ) + p (7.8) 
= x{c{P) + {1 - c)E) + p 
= cxP + (1 — c)xE -{- p, 
where = vf. 
Now, we know that 
(1 — c)xE = (1 - c) ^ 2 ^iP (7.9) 
i 
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where Y^^Xi > 0. 
So, from Equation (7.9), we have that 
X — ap (7.10) 
where a is some positive real scalar. 
If we rewrite this equation as an inhomogeneous non-singular linear system, it is clear that 
the a coefficient serves only to scale. This allows us to solve instead: 
Sf = csHP -k p (7 11) 
where non-negative vector y is such that 
So, we have defined a scalar multiple of the PageRank vector if which makes no appeal to a 
danghng-page matrix. 
7.4.3 Recurs ive Reduc t ion of P r o b l e m Size 
Given the removal of the dangling-page matrix, we find in [54] an iterative procedure for 
removing dangling pages before we employ power iterations to solve for PageRank. This 
allows us to generate a (relatively) very small transition matrix for PageRank calculation. 
The procedure may be described as follows. 
Let us consider a page-centred version of Equation (7.11): 
Vj = C ViPij (7-12) 
More specifically, if r is some non-dangling page, then: 
y^  = C ^ ViPir+Pr (7.13) 
(i is non-dangling) 
And, also if d is some dangling page, then: 
yd = c ^ yiPid+Pd (7.14) 
(i is non-dangling) 
So, given that we have no dangling page matrix within Equation (7.11), we have clearly shown 
that dangling pages do not have any influence on the PageRank of any other page—neither 
dangling nor non-dangling. This allows us to remove the rows and columns corresponding 
to dangling pages from the matrix when calculating PageRank. 
However, we need not stop removing rows and columns at this point. This is because it 
is possible that by removing rows and columns corresponding to dangling pages we may 
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have created new danghng pages—pages which in the original P hnked out to just dangling 
pages. By reasoning as before we may remove the rows and columns corresponding to these 
second-tier dangling pages. Indeed, we may proceed iteratively in this way until we have 
exhausted the possibility of removing danghng pages. 
Having removed all danghng pages, we calculate PageRank for the remaining non-dangling 
pages. If there are none, then we calculate the PageRank for the last-removed tier of dangling 
pages. These PageRank values are simply given by their corresponding personahsation vector 
entries. 
If there were non-dangling pages, then next we calculate the PageRank of the last-removed 
dangling pages. This iterative process proceeds until we finally calculate the first-removed 
tier of danghng pages. 
7.4.4 Different Dangl ing and Personal isat ion Vectors 
In [57, 58], considerations are presented into generalisations of PageRank which allow the 
dangling-page vector to differ from the personahsation vector—to account, in particular, for 
Trust Rank [59]. The generalised PageRank definition differs from the standard PageRank 
in that D = , where dangling-page vector, g, is any probability vector. In these two 
papers, lump ability theory is used to show that, even in this generalised form of PageRank, 
the dangling-page matrix can be removed. 
In this subsection we use Theorem 7 to provide an alternative, linear algebraic reformula-
tion of this generalisation, to remove the dangling-page matrix. We also introduce another 
theorem, which allows another means of reformulating. 
By Theorem 7, reasoning as before, though with the generahsed equation, 
X = x(c(P + D) + (1 - c)E - cD)-1-w (7.15) 
= x(c(P)-F (1 — c)E)-I-u; 
= c f P + (1 — c)xE 4- w, 
= cxP-I-ap-h to, 
where a is a non-zero scalar. 
Now, if we solve the two inhomogeneous nonsingular equations: 
y = c y P + p ] (7.16) 
z = c ^ + w. (7.17) 
Then, a is easy to determine by substituting x = ay + z into Equation 7.15. 
In the above, we have shown that the dangling page matrix is not required when solving for 
generalised PageRank, and we did so by appealing to Theorem 7. An alternative approach 
would be to appeal to the following theorem. It allows us to split an inhomogeneous nonsin-
gular linear system into two constituent systems. The proof is a simplification of the proof 
of Theorem 7. 
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T h e o r e m 12 Let matrix he defined as before in terms of a vector, v, and a set of 
indices, K. Let M x = w where M is non-singular and w is a vector. Then, if (M — 
is non-singular, then 
(M - = av + w, (7.18) 
for scalar a = Xj. 
7.5 Experiments 
In this section we consider a set of test results which illustrate the potential for faster 
PageRank solution through adopation of the methods which we have set out in this chapter. 
The dataset which was used in the tests was compiled using the breadth-first Doogle crawler 
[65]. The crawler was set to crawl the ic.ac.uk domain and also to follow links out of this 
domain. The crawl was terminated after 10 million URLs had been extracted. 
This dataset of 10 million URLs was used to construct a hyperlink matrix. This matrix was 
then used to construct instances of four different formulations of PageRank problem. 
The first problem formulation is an optimised form of the standard sparse formulation given 
earlier, namely: 
^(n+l) ^ ct(")p + (1 — C + C ^ 
i is dangling 
where v was taken to be uniform and c was taken to be 0.85. The optimisation encapsulates 
the repeated calculations which result from the danghng-page matrix. 
The second problem formulation is the PageRank formulation given earlier when the dangling-
page matrix is removed: 
jf[n+l) _ _|_p 
The third problem formulation is precisely like the second, excepting that rows and columns 
corresponding to one iteration of dangling pages are removed as a preprocessing step. 
The fourth problem formulation is like the third, except we repeat the iterative removal of 
dangling pages until no more dangling pages are to be found within the resulting reduced 
hyperlink matrix. Given the matrix P constructed from our test dataset, there were 9 such 
removal iterations when generating a problem of this fourth type. 
Having constructed four test problems—one problem of each progressively simpler type—we 
employed the same Jacobi and Asynchronous Eager solvers described in the previous chapter, 
and we did so using a similar testing framework. We employed a block-partitioning strategy 
to partitition each problem over 16 processes within the luna cluster, and we used a single 
randomly generated initial vector throughout. 
We present the results of these tests in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. 
In these two tables we see that iteration counts per process did not vary significantly across 
the different problems. This accords with what one might have expected [54]. This was both 
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for the Jacobi solver and the Asynchronous Eager solver. Interestingly the Asynchronous 
Eager solver benefited from a form of Gauss-Seidel effect in that its update iteration counts 
per process were approximately 13% fewer than those of the Jacobi solver. 
In the tables we see also that as we move to progressively simpler problems from the standard 
(though, optimised) sparse PageRank problem, then solution times drop significantly. For 
the Jacobi solver the percentage wall time reductions from the standard problem are 23%, 
61% and 77%. For the Asynchronous Eager solver the corresponding reductions in wall time 
are 22%, 55% and 69%. When we compare the Asynchronous Eager and Jacobi solution 
times for each problem, from largest problem to smallest, we see that Asynchronous Eager 
times are respectively 49%, 48%, 41% and 32% improvements over Jacobi times. 
Problem Matrix Matrix Update Message Wall Time 
Height Nonzeros Iterations Iterations (seconds) 
Standard 10,000,000 50,680,322 166 166 416 
sparse form 
N o dangling- 10,000,000 42,111,907 155 155 320 
page matrix 
One level of 2,863,171 24,398,914 157 157 161 
reduction 
Nine levels of 1,776,101 16,300,012 152 152 96 
reduction 
Table 7.1: Jacobi Test Results 
Problem Matrix Matrix Update Message Wall Time 
Height Nonzeros Iterations Iterations (seconds) 
Standard 10,000,000 50,680,322 138 128 213 
sparse form 
N o dangling- 10,000,000 42,111,907 129 123 166 
page matrix 
One level of 2,863,171 24,398,914 126 120 95 
reduction 
Nine levels of 1,776,101 16,300,012 131 121 65 
reduction 
Table 7.2: Asynchronous Eager Test Results 
In Figure 7.1 we present plots of the Asynchronous Eager and Jacobi solution times relative 
to the number of nonzeros in the defining matrices. We account for the optimised handling 
of the dangling-page matrix in the first problem by calculating the number of addition 
operations which this entails and we count each addition operation has being equivalent to 
half a matrix nonzero. 
We note that the increase in messaging overhead associated with the optimised handling of 
the dangling-page matrix is just one entry per processing element—as each process calculates 
the sum of its own local dangling pages before messages are sent—so the nonzero count 
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given to the standard PageRank problem probably overstates the resource overhead when 
comparison is made with the nonzero counts of the other simplified problems. We suspect 
that increased iteration count was the principal reason for the slightly higher than expected 
wall times when solving the standard problem. 
~ 200 
Number of nonzeros 
-•-Eager -*-Jacobi 
Mil l ions 
Figure 7.1: Solution times relative to the number of nonzeros 
7.6 Summary 
In this chapter we revisited the assumption that the personalisation vector needs to be 
completely dense. We used Proposition 2 to show that this is not the case. In so doing we 
presented a generalisation of PageRank which better accords with the intuitive justification 
given in the literature. 
We revisited the theory of matrix-vector splitting, and in particular Theorem 7, within the 
context of the PageRank equation. Applied to this equation, we used Theorem 7 to remove 
the danghng-page matrix from the PageRank definition. 
We showed how, without the dangling-page matrix, rows and columns corresponding to 
dangling pages could be recursively removed from the hyperlink matrix. 
We considered an extension of the PageRank definition which allows the danghng-page vector 
to be different from the personalisation vector. We showed how the same linear algebraic 
framework enables the dangling-page matrix to be removed here. We also suggested an 
alternative approach via Theorem 12. 
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We then considered a set of test results detailing the effectiveness of our approaches to sim-
plifying the PageRank problem, in terms of wall time until solution. This was in the context 
of both synchronous and asynchronous solution methods. The asynchronous solver which 
was used notably outperformed the synchronous solver. Both solvers showed significant 
improvements in solution time as the test problem was progressively simplified. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
8.1 Summary of Achievements 
The default solution methods for large dominant eigenvector problems over parallel comput-
ing systems are the power method and the Jacobi method. As the problems being tackled 
get larger the principal constraint on convergence time becomes more notably the cost per 
iteration. This serves to provide further reason for employing these default solution methods 
relative to other traditional synchronous methods. 
Over very large parallel computing systems, the cost per iteration is determined princi-
pally by the communication overhead between processors. Whilst there are approaches to 
reducing this communication overhead—for example, via graph or hyper graph partitioning 
techniques—there is a communication and synchronisation requirement during each iteration 
which is inherent in the traditional methods. 
Asynchronous iterative methods are a different class of method which have very been suc-
cessfully employed within other contexts to circumvent precisely the communication and syn-
chronisation bottlenecks which limit parallelised power and Jacobi methods. These methods 
have been employed in a restricted sense to solve for dominant eigenvectors. 
According to the previous state-of-the-art approach, within the context of dominant eigen-
vector problems, convergence to the solution requires a fixed bound on updates and also a 
fixed bound on delay. So the approach provides what is referred to in the literature as a 
partially asynchronous solution method. In addition the approach to solving for dominant 
eigenvectors is only applicable to real, non-negative problems. 
In this thesis we showed for the first time that none of these restrictions are in fact required 
if we are to employ asynchronous iterative methods to solve for dominant eigenvectors. This 
enables solution over very distributed systems in which it may be impossible to provide a 
fixed delay or update bound. It also allows us to solve problems where the defining matrix 
comprises negative or complex entries. 
Unrestricted application of asynchronous iterations is made possible by the key theoretical 
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contribution of the thesis. This is a set of matrix-vector sphtting theorems which allow us to 
map homogeneous, singular linear systems to inhornogeneous, non-singular systems, which 
have the same (up to scalar multiples) solution vector and which also have a coefficient matrix 
which satisfies the spectral radius requirement of totally asynchronous iterative methods. 
One particular application of these matrix-vector splitting theorems is to the problem of solv-
ing for performance analysis metrics. These include steady-state, passage-time and transient-
analysis metrics for performance models based around discrete-time and continuous-time 
Markov chains as well as the more expressive semi-Markov processes. 
In this thesis we presented a unified framework whereby we can solve for these metrics 
using totally asynchronous iterative methods. As a demonstration, and also to test different 
possibihties, we introduced three particular asynchronous algorithms. The algorithms differ 
in terms of how frequently the processing elements communicate with one another. An 
analytical model was constructed to compare one of these asynchronous algorithms with a 
traditional parallel Jacobi algorithm. With assumptions associated with large problems, the 
asynchronous algorithm was argued to be at least as effective as the Jacobi algorithm. In 
addition, the asynchronous algorithm was argued to be scalable even when the problems 
to be solved are not well-structured. The Jacobi algorithm, by contrast, was shown to be 
scalable only with well-structured problems, and only with a limit imposed on the number of 
processing elements relative to the problem size. To test this empirically, implementations 
of the three algorithms were used to solve for the steady states of various GSPN models of 
a flexible manufacturing system. We were able to show that asynchronous algorithms offer 
the potential for substantial improvements over the traditional parallel Jacobi approach, in 
terms of wall time and also communication volume. 
A second application of matrix-vector sphtting is to the PageRank problem. We showed in 
this thesis that using matrix-vector sphtting we can preprocess the PageRank problem to 
produce a much smaller and sparser problem. We empirically tested the effectiveness of this 
preprocessing by testing for improvements in solution time when subsequently using using 
both asynchronous and synchronous solvers. Both solvers showed significant improvements 
in solution time, though the asynchronous solver notably outperformed the synchronous 
solver. 
8.2 Future Work 
There are several open and exciting questions for future work. 
In the thesis we pointed out that, for any given problem, different choices of matrix-vector 
splitting could potentially yield coefficient matrices with profoundly different dominant eigen-
values. This eigenvalue provides an upper bound for the convergence rate of the asynchronous 
method. Given this, it would clearly be particularly worthwhile to know how to choose a 
matrix-vector splitting that would ensure a smaller dominant eigenvalue and thus an im-
proved convergence rate. 
We also pointed out that, for any given problem, different choices of matrix-vector splitting 
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could provide very different sparsity patterns within the resultant coefficient matrix. In 
conjunction with, or instead of, graph or hyper graph partitioning, it would be valuable 
to know how to choose the splitting so as to minimise communication overheads between 
processors in a cluster. 
A topic not touched on in the thesis, but which is particularly interesting, is the question of 
how matrix-vector splitting might be used to accelerate other solution methods. Preliminary 
results suggest that it may be possible to improve convergence stability—for example, within 
Krylov and other projection methods, using matrix-vector splitting techniques. Matrix-
vector splitting could also be used potentially to extend the applicability of certain projection 
methods. For example, it has only recently been demonstrated that Krylov methods can 
always be used to solve dominant eigenvector problems. However, it is also known that 
Krylov methods require care when they are being applied to this type of problem, to ensure 
that the singularity does not cause the method to fail. It may be therefore be possible to 
employ matrix-vector splitting to allow projection methods to be applied to these harder 
cases more easily. 
Beyond these theoretical investigations, there is also empirical work which remains to be 
explored. An obvious example is the application of particular asynchronous algorithms to 
solve for passage-time and transient-analysis metrics, particularly as these involve complex 
coefficient matrices. 
Of particular interest would be further experiments over architectures which exhibit sig-
nificant processor and connection variation. These might be made up of sub-clusters in-
terconnected by relatively low-speed networks as well as many independent heterogeneous 
machines. In this type of computation environment, hybrid asynchronous algorithms could 
be explored which could adjust the communication load to match communication architec-
ture. For example, this type of algorithm might produce lower communication if a processor 
is relatively independent of other processors in the system and more communication if the 
processor is part of a cluster with a high-speed interconnect network. 
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